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Editorial.
AGAIN the sun rolls northward, marking the time for the Offering
to make its gentle bow, open its pages to the light, and beseech
modestly the approval of its readers. This we do quakingly, with a
bashful finger at the corner of our lips, and an unreliable sinking in the
knees. For our predecessors have borne many a laurel and a palm.
However, here we are, too late now to take it all back!
THE past year has been one of growth. School opened with enter-
ing classes notably larger than those preceding, and returning
classes brought back well-nigh all the familiar friends. The school de-
partments, too, have grown in breadth, depth, and helpfulness. Never
before, we believe, has a Massachusetts school held out such excellent
opportunities for professional training and character building as our
school now offers to all who will work diligently and thoughtfully.
Finally, it is with a feeling of reverence that we utter a conviction that
our students and teachers— all who have been connected with the school
—have marched steadily forward in their spirit of good-will, gracious-
ness, and brotherly love.
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DOWN deep, tomorrow is much like yesterday. We had hoped to
give you this year a startlingly new book. But we found that,
in order to give you what you like, we were reduced to the simple
scheme of old Mrs. Spriggins, who freshens things up like, in the set-
tin' room, by movin' the sofy over where the easel is, and the easel
somewheres else. Still, we are glad to find the orchestra back again;
to picture and tell about the Special Class play of last year; and most
of all, to welcome the Kindergarten Class, and congratulate them
heartily upon their organization. May they live long, wax, and prosper!
WE embrace this time and space as our only opportunity to thank
those who have helped to form this book, and without whose
kindly aid and suggestion the Normal Offering of 1910 could not have
appeared. To Miss Dickinson, Miss Comstock, and Miss Prince, thanks
for their careful reading of manuscript; to our graduates, thanks for
their readiness to help with contributions, both prose and verse. Lastly,
thanks and praise for all those undergraduates who have handed us
artistic or literary material for these pages. Whether or not we have
found room to publish their contributions, we appreciate one and all.
Especially do we compliment those whose writings and drawings may
be found in the following pages, and whose names we are pleased to
announce below.
Literary Contributors:— Helen A. Murphy, Gladys F. Russell, Sarah H.
Christie, Amy E. Giles, Harry C. Darling, Mary Lee, Helen E. Fisher, Lilla DeM.
Downer, Ida D. Runnels, Carrie E. Shattuck, Regina Randall, Grace E. Parkhurst,
Edyth E. Pratt. Also several anonymous writers.
Art Contributors:—Beulah D. Wood, Muriel A. Emerson, Carrie E. Stoddard,
Josephine P. Upton, William H. Chapman, Flora S. Wheeler, Elizabeth Jackson,
Mabel A. Ward, Catherine E. McCormick, Marion B. Hunt, Lilla DeM. Downer,
Ethel M. Woodbury, Mary Reavis, Jennie G. Cook, Bernice A. Batchelder, Lillian E.
Luce, Harry C. Darling, Arthur C. Jones, Daisy S. Lyon, Ethel W. Derby, Ella H.
Lewis.
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Faculty Notes.
EACH year usually brings some changes in the faculty, and two
of our teachers have left Bridgewater to fill spheres of useful-
ness elsewhere. We miss them, and at the same time welcome
those who fill their places.
Miss Mary L. Perham accepted a
position in Providence, and her place
in the Fourth Grade is filled by Miss
Sarah V. Price. We are glad to wel-
come Miss Price again to Bridgewater.
Miss Grace C. Smith has resigned
her position of assistant in the Manual
Arts Department. Miss Elin Jonsen
has recently come to the school, and
is teaching Sloyd.
Mr. C. E. Doner of Beverley is a
weekly teacher at the school. His
course in penmanship is felt by all to
be of great value.
C. E. DONER,
Teacher of Penmanship. The Art Department has had
another change, due to the resignation of Miss Elizabeth H. Perry, who
has been connected with the school for many years. The work has
proved too great a strain in her present state of ill health. Miss Mabel
B. Soper of Wellesley has come to take charge of this department.
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Bridgewater State Normal School, 1909-' 10.
ALBERT GARDNER BOYDEN, A. M.,
Principal Emeritus.
Educational Study of Man.
ARTHUR CLARKE BOYDEN, A. M., Principal,
History Department.
Franz Heinrich Kirmayer, Ph. D., Classics and Modern Languages.
William Dunham Jackson, Physics, Higher Mathematics, Debate, Eng. Literature.
Charles Peter Sinnott, B. S., Geology, Geography, Physiology.
Harlan Page Shaw, Chemistry, Mineralogy, Manual Training.
Frank Ellis Gurney, Mathematics, Astronomy, Bookkeeping.
Clara Coffin Prince, Vocal Music, Algebra.
Lillian Anderson Hicks, Supervisor of Training.
Fanny Amanda Comstock, Mathematics, English.
Mabel Browning Soper, Manual Arts.
Elin Jonsen, Assistant in Manual Arts.
Elizabeth Frances Gordon, Physical Training.
Gretchen Osterhoudt, Assistant in Physical Training.
Alice Emeline Dickinson, English Department.
Anna West Brown, Vocal Expression, Debate.
Florence Inez Davis, Biology Department.
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Faculty.
Bridgewater Model School, 1909-'10.
BRENELLE HUNT, Principal.
Ethel P. Wheeler, Grade IX. Bertha 0. Metcalf, Grades V-VI.
Martha M. Burnell, Grade VIII. Sarah V. Price, Grade IV.
Myra E. Hunt, Grade VII. Sarah W. Turner, Grade III.
Nellie Bennett, Grade VI. Neva I. Lockwood, Grade II.
Jennie Bennett, Grade V. Flora M. Stuart, Grade I.
Anne M. Wells, Kindergarten Training.
Frances P. Keyes, Assistant in Kindergarten Training.
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Spinning.
BIND myself to the daily task
Of learning the stern Truth's way,
And Knowledge, my master, would teach me well,
And I try hard not to stray;
But my thoughts will go a-gathering wool
Of the fleece of white and gold,
Of the dream-lambs playing in meadows green,
Where the Dreamer watches the fold.
Oh, I gather the fleece that is caught on the briers,
And I sit me down to spin, —
I weave a web of wondrous things,
With marvels painted in.
Oh, I weave a tapestry full fair,
Of the things that never can be,
Of a castle besieged, of a lonely tower,
Of a lost ship far at sea.
Of a mother that weeps and a child that laughs,
Ay, a child that knows no wrong,
Of a sob and sigh and a cottage lone,
Of a sweet and joyous song;
Of a garden gay and a rosebud sweet,
And a lord and lady fair,
A river, an isle, and a desert place,
With a soft mist everywhere.
Oh, I weave a tapestry full fair
Of stranger, curious things,
Of a Sorrow that dies, and a Hope that soars
On her strong, swift, heavenly wings;
Of a broken Heart that mended is,
Of a Love that is young and bright,
Of a Yearning that knows a cup o'erfilled,
Of a Life that is seeking Night.
Oh, I gather and spin and weave unseen
In the fields beneath Youth's sky,
And I notice not when the lambs are gone,
When the Dreamer passes by;
But I feel that the charm that has held me long
Steals silently, softly away,
And leaves me alone with the homely things
Of the Life of the Every-Day.
Helen A. Murphy.
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The Faculty Reception.
/V GAIN this year the Faculty Reception was held at ' ' Groveside. '
'
**" Long shall we remember the cordial welcome by Mr. and Mrs.
Boyden and other members of the Faculty, the pleasant mingling of
teachers and students that followed, ending with the happy : ' Good
Nights;" for although we were soon to leave Normal Land, were we
not going on to something further?
Perhaps it was with a more sober feeling that we gathered on the
quadrangle to sing the old songs for the last time, and perhaps it was
with a deeper devotion than ever before that we sang, "Praise and
love be ever thine," for when that was ended one more happy evening
passed into a memory.
M. D. B., '09.
The Promenade.
TS this the same " Gym" where squads of girls in gymnastic costume
can be found every day in the school year? As if by the touch of
a fairy wand it has been transformed into a palace of glory. Bright
and cheerful the colors; bright and happy the faces; and light the
hearts of all present, made lighter by the inspiring sound of music.
Mr. Boyden and the class presidents received the participants
and then the promenades began. Marvellous patterns were woven to
the accompaniment of cheerful music and gay talk and laughter.
Not until the last "prom" did the realization of the full meaning
of the ena" to the festivities of the day dawn upon the graduates, and
when the strains of Alma Mater rang across the night the gayety was
hushed into reverence.
R. c. M., '09.




HE graduating class of 1909 followed the custom inaugurated by
the class of the previous year, and met for its Baccalaureate
exercises in the Assembly Hall on June 20.
At four o'clock in the afternoon the graduating classes took their
places in the centre of the hall, while the Faculty were seated at one
side of the platform. The Normal Glee Club sang during the exer-
cises, "0 Shepherd of Israel," "In Heavenly Love," and a response
after the prayer.
Rev. E. B. Maglathlin of West Bridgewater was the speaker. His
text was I. Corinthians ix, 24; also Hebrews xii, 1: "Even so run that
ye may attain," and "Compassed about by so great a cloud of wit-
nesses." To all who listened to Mr. Maglathlin's address this thought
came clearly, —that only by the accomplishment of our daily work do we
get the means and inspiration to go on to new achievements, and that
1
' the heavenly vision is required to give a broad and cheerful outlook on
the difficulty of the course. '
'
In speaking to the graduates the speakers said that although they
would make many mistakes and false steps, there would always be the
encouragement of friends, of their Alma Mater, and above all the word
of God to uplift and strengthen. As we went out from our Baccalau-
reate service we had this thought to carry with us to encourage us in
the work before us, —that although our way might be hard, attended by
many difficulties and discouragements, the goal we have before us will
be attained at last.
M. E. G., '09.
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The Ivy Exercises.
JUNE gave to the Class of 1909 for their outdoor exercises one of her
fairest afternoons. How fully each graduate felt the meaning of
the ivy march, the significance of starting by twos, later changing to
single file!
On reaching the grove Miss Monk, the President of the Senior
Class, gave our welcome to our guests. Miss Merritt brought vividly to
our minds the history of our school life; then followed the oration by
Miss Power and the poem by Miss Allen. In the prophecy Miss
Mercedes O'Brien gave to each member of the class one bright, fleeting
glance into the future, with possibly a sly reminder of some pet folly of
the past.
At the conclusion of the prophecy, the march was resumed with
the right tower of the gymnasium as its point of destination. Then
came the planting of the ivy, the presentation of the spade, and its
acceptance by Miss Strange, the President of the Junior Class.
And now the last duty as a class; the singing of the class song with
Miss Murray, its author, as conductor. After the last verse came a
pause, scarcely perceptible, the movement to join friends, and one more
class had gone ' ' forth upon its way. '
'
M. D. B., '09
Graduation.
TAyTORDS adequate to express the feelings of those who are just
leaving the protecting care of their Alma Mater have never
been found. Sufficient is it to say that with the sentiments common to
the occasion the class of 1909 bade farewell.
The Devotional exercises were followed by the chorus, Green Vale
and Vine-clad Mountain, from the Rose Maiden.
The graduates were very fortunate in securing Mr. Henry T.
Bailey of North Scituate to give the address. Inspiring and helpful to
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those just starting out in life, it was saturated with the humor of the
speaker.
After selections by the Glee Club, Thomas A. Pickett, President of
Class A, presented the school with two lights to be placed in front of
the school in behalf of the graduating classes.
Mr. Arthur Boyden gave a fitting response in receiving the gift.
The school then sang another chorus, 'Mid the Waving Rose Trees,
Rose Maiden.
Mr. George I. Aldrich presented the diplomas, after which the
exercises were closed by singing America.
R. c. M., '09.
The Section Reception.
' I ^HE Class Day exercises of the three and four year classes were
*" held in the Assembly Hall at four o'clock. A delightful piano
solo by Miss Williams, the first number on the program, was followed
by the class oration by the president of the four years' class, Mr.
Pickett.
Miss Allen's class will was thoroughly enjoyed by the guests as
well as the students. The articles bequeathed will long be cherished as
souvenirs. After a reading by Miss Sickels and a solo by Miss
Donovan, Miss Bloomstrand's class prophecy occasioned much merri-
ment.
The class song written by Miss Sullivan was sung, and our special
part of the graduation exercises was over. "The game's afoot; follow
your spirit! " May the Bridgewater spirit long live in our hearts!
"Seasons have passed, the time has come,
We must go forth from thee ;
Bearing thy name as a standard bright,
Far over land and sea.
"Here's to the happiest days we've known,
Passed under Normal skies
!
Hail to thee, Alma Mater dear !
Hail to thee, and farewell."
v. a. s., '09.
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The Debate.
HPHE annual competitive debate is gradually becoming inseparably
linked with the commencement exercises. The interest manifest
in this event was not less gratifying than the excellence of work dis-
played by both teams.
The Question:—Resolved—That the United States Senators should be
elected by direct vote of the people.
Affirmative:—ArmenagH. Chamichian, William H. Chapman, Charles
F. Frahar—Alternate: Thomas A. Pickett.
Negative:— Charles J. Fox, Randolph L. Harlow, Lester M. Lane-
Alternate: Luis C. Infante.
Judges:—Roland M. Keith, George A. Turner, Charles W. Ruoff.
The judges decided in favor of the negative.
w. h. c. '10.
Recipe for Happiness.
A T early morn take a dash of cold water and of sunshine, a verse
-*"**
fit to live by and a word of prayer that you could die by. Add
to this a grain of poetry, an ounce of good nature, and a pound of
charity. Mix this well with the leaven of cheerfulness; go to your
task with a song in your heart, a smile on your lips, and a resolution to
do each duty without saying
'
' maybe ' ' or * ' after a while. ' ' And when
the little blue imps of despondency threaten your soul, "Do something
for somebody quick." At evening-tide, looking up into the vastness
above you, remember that through the sunset, through the calm and
radiant stars, a message of peace is sent to you. Then nevermore will
you long with a heart-sick longing for that rare flower, Happiness,
which eludes the pursuer but comes unsought to a humble and loving
heart.
S. H. c.
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Alumni.
Specials.
Bertha A. Bond, Emerson School, Cliftondale.
Helen M. Bonney, Attleboro.
Armenag A. Chamichian, student at Harvard College.
Elsie A. Choate, Avery School, Needham.
Ella P. Farr, Westwood.
Grace de Wolf Hammond, Principal of Primary School, Byfield.
Alcina B. Houghton, Broomfield Academy, Harvard.
Laura M. Howland, Richardson School, Attleboro.
Luis C. Infante, student at University of Wisconsin.
Mary E. Lane, Librarian, Painesdale, Mich.
Lois H. Rickey, Hillsboro Center, N. H.
Elizabeth L. F. Stetson, High School, North Attleboro.
Helen K. West, Sprague School, Brockton.
Four Years' Course.
Miriam C. Allen, Huntington School, Brockton.
Edward W. Ames, New Salem Academy.
Helen B. Baker, Halifax.
Lillie M. Chamberlain, Littlefield School, Avon.
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Charles F. Frahar, Adams Street School, Abington.
Marian E. Gleason, Peterboro, N. H.
M. Veronica Long, Center School, Reading.
Thomas A. Pickett, student at Brown University.
Henry T. Prario, Washington School, Attleboro.
Ruth A. Small, Wollaston School, Quincy.
Clarence A. Wheeler, Sanger School, Dover.
Adeline S. Williams, Massachusetts Fields School, Quincy.
Three Years' Course.
Elizabeth M. Anthony, Lincoln School, Holbrook.
Jessie L. Bloomstrand, South School, Brockton.
Margaret A. Donovan, Chester.
Lottie I. Glines, Currier School, Haverhill.
Mary Magee, North School, North Sudbury.
Sarah M. Matheson, Keith School, Brockton.
Vera A. Sickels, Mattapan School, Milton.
Mary Olive Smith, student at Radcliffe College.
Edith F. Soverino, Broad Cove School, Dighton.
Irene M. Sullivan, Glendale, R. I.
Frances E. Webster, Newton.
Dora A. Weston, Quincy School, Quincy.
Seniors.
Inez V. Allen, North Carver.
Helen B. Bartlett, Greenland, N. H.
Edith K. Bean, John Tilton School, Haverhill.
Ellen M. Brady, School Street School, Taunton.
Virginia J. Bragg, Eastern School, Provincetown.
Alice V. Brice, Turner's Falls.
Hattie E. Brown, Pawtucket.
Helen F. Burke, Adams School, Quincy.
Gertrude M. Burke, Quincy School, Quincy.
Isabel Campbell, South Dartmouth.
Viola W. Clifton, Rochester.
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Etta M. Cummings, Wollaston School, Quincy.
Marjorie E. Davies, South Dartmouth.
Lena M. Davis, Samuel Longfellow School, Fall River.
Annie M. Drew, Hebronville School, Attleboro.
Mabel F. Easton, Prattville School, North Raynham.
Stella T. Fearing, Erving.
Ruth S. Ferguson, Erving.
Cynthia E. Flint, Cranston, R. I.
Florence L. Graves, Groveland School, Haverhill.
Frances T. Haley, student at the Cambridge Training School.
Myra M. Hall, Dighton.
Annette K. Hawkes, Bank Street School, North Attleboro.
Florence M. Heenehan, Three Rivers.
Katherine E. Hogan, Woodward School, Taunton.
Caroline M. Holbrook, Harwich.
Sara E. Jackson, Laurel Lake School, Fall River.
Edith G. Jenkins, Lakeville.
Elizabeth A. Keefe, Bondsville.
Marie J. Knobel, Williams School, Dighton.
Elvira B. Lane, Dover, Mass.
Helen H. Lane, Lakeville.
Elsie M. Lawson, North Carver.
Mabel E. Lovejoy, Washington School, Quincy.
Agnes I. Mahoney, Palmer.
Martha E. Mahoney, Edmund J. Shattuck School, Norwood.
Mary E. McDonald, Pine Street School, Fall River.
Alice M. McGrath, Brockton.
Mary E. McGrath, North Dartmouth.
Bertha E. McNaught, Manomet.
Olga S. Merritt, Dartmouth.
Louie C. Monk, Lincoln School, Quincy.
Ruth C. Murray, Lincoln School, Quincy.
Margaret J. O'Brien, North Westport.
Mercedes E. O'Brien, Coddington School, Quincy.
Marion L. Ordway, Chelsea Training School, Chelsea.
Louisa A. Power, Samuel Longfellow School, Fall River.
Isabelle L. Pratt, Berkley.
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Agnes E. Reardon, Burrillville, R. I.
Elizabeth A. Richards, Flat Rock School, Dighton.
Margaret T. Shortall, Gifford School, Avon.
Katherine F. Smith, North Dartmouth.
Hallie M. Stimpson, Westmoreland Corners, N. H.
Ruth S. Symmes, South Street School, Wrentham.
Bessie M. Thompson, Chelmsford.
Ida E. Torreson, Center Carver.
Maud D. Tilden, North Dighton.
Esther J. Viden, Lincoln School, Quincy.
Catherine J. Wellington, Western School, Provincetown.
Bertha E. Williston, Samuel Watson School, Fall River.
Edith F. Woodland, Davol School, Fall River.
CUT FLOWERS.
Morning in the sunlit garden,
Roses blowing white and fair:
Fancy bids me pluck a lone one
From a slender greenwood there.
Stormy twilight, darkening chamber,
White rose drooping, full of pain;
Out beyond, a barren rosebush
Weeping softly in the rain.
A. C. H.
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The Shakespeare Play, 1910.
HE annual Shakespeare play was presented in the
Assembly Hall on Friday evening, January 28, 1910.
The Merchant of Venice was a great success in
every way. The success was due to the faithful and
ever enthusiastic work of the students; to Misses
Ward and Anthony for their help in the dancing, and
Miss Helen E. Fisher for her singing; and to the careful direction of
Miss Anna W. Brown and Mr. Arnold C. Heath.
The play had been in preparation for many months. Several
scenes were presented before a group of judges who chose those most
suited for the various parts to make up the final cast. The play was
given without scenery or curtain. Members of the Senior Class acted
as ushers.
Over seven hundred students and friends formed an appreciative
audience, who pronounced the evening a pleasant and successful one.
The Call.
Bear me aloft on thy soft white breast
,
Thou swift-flying cloud in the Heaven so high
,
And let me exult, by thy motion caressed
,
In the deepening beauty of this day's sky.
Well do I love the peace of night
,
The stars' white flame and the river's dream-glance;
But lifted in soul to the sun's far height,
The truth-searching Day doth my being entrance!
O call of the spirit, I hear , I heed
,
Tho' seemingly deaf to thy wild sweet voice
.
From the starshine of dreams , Sunward , I lead
My wandering will to the home of its choice
!
Maud M. Browne, '01.
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Ye most excellent Historie of
Ye MERCHANT OF VENICE
Written by William Shakespeare and diuers times acted by
ye Lord Chamberlaine his Servants. Now to be acted by a
Companie of rude Plaiers at ye Normale Schole of Bridgewater
in ye Assemblie Halle, 28 of Ianuariej MDCCCCX, during ye
Evening. Also there will be much diuerting Musick plaied by
ye Musicians of ye School.
Ye ACTORS NAMES
Ye Duke oi Venice,
Morochus, a Prince, and a Sutor to Portia,
Bassanio, an Italian Lord, Sutor also to Portia,
Anthonio, a Merchant of Venice,
Salarino, "]
y





Shylock, ye rich lew, and Father of Iessica,
Tuball, a lew, Shilock's Friend,
Portia, ye rich Italian Lady,
Nerrissa, her Wayting-Gentlewoman,
Iessica, Daughter to Shylock.
Gobbo, an old man, father to Lancelot,
Lancelot Gobbo ye Clowne,
Stephano, a Messenger,
Leonardo, Servaunt to Bassanio,



















Sadie M. AllenIalor, ....
Also an Officer, Magnificos of Venice, sundrie Attendants and Maskers.
Ye dance is by Misses Anthony and Ward. Ye songe will be sung by Helen Fisher.
Ye incidentale Musick written and kindlie offered by Mistress Osborne of ye College of
Radcliffe at Cambridge.
"WE HUMBLIE praie you, pardon, Gentles all,
Ye made Presumption of our roughcast Crewe,
Who here, in rudimental Art, can dare
To pass unhewne before your watchful Eies
This pricelesse Iewell from a Master Hand
;
Nor frown in Scorne upon this barren Stage,
Devoid of high-wroght, studied Ornamente,
"Where Scene and Scene—in Truth now here, now there
—
In Fact march on commingled alle in One :
But lend your lighteste Fancie to ye Time,
And let ye Poet's Musick beare your Hearts
Away, away to far Italian Climes,
—
To gorgeous Venice and her merrie Thronge,
—
To flowrie Belmont's balme-perfumed Aire,
Where beauteous Portia lived and loved and won.
And nowe, with one last Word, ye Prolog here doth cease:
"We praie God give you, Gentles, endlesse Love and Peace.
Done at ye Printing Shoppe of Willis, Bridgewater, MDCCCCX.
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The Topical Method of Teaching.
Albert G. Boyden.
I
AM asked to write for the Offering an account of the
evolution of the topical method of teaching as it has
been developed in this Normal School. To do this I
must draw largely from my own personal experience.
That the ego may not be too prominent, I shall write
in the third person. On the twenty-second of August,
1860, a young man thirty-three years of age was appointed principal of
the Bridgewater State Normal School. He had taught four winters in
ungraded rural schools, one year as sub-master in a city grammar
school, three years as principal of a city high school, and six years as
assistant in this Normal School. But when he assumed this principal-
ship, he found himself confronted with a task of far greater magnitude
than any which had ever before engaged his attention.
The State supports its schools for the education of its children. It
supports its normal schools that its children may have competent
teachers. As principal of this Normal School this man must daily
stand before a company of young men and young women who are to be
educated to teach in the public schools of Massachusetts. They must
be inspired with the spirit of the true teacher. They must have true
ideals of education, must have the spirit of service, and must be led to
a just appreciation of every part of the teacher's work in the unfolding
and perfecting of young human lives.
Where shall this young principal turn for a lamp to his feet and a
light upon his path to guide him in the performance of this work of
infinite importance and delicacy? After much study, much reading,
and many failures in his endeavor to guide his pupils aright, he found
that he must come directly to the educational study of man, in body
and mind. First, to find the forces and powers active in all men.
Second, to find the conditions and products of their normal activity.
Third, to find what is peculiar to the individual man. From this study
of man he derived the principles of education which guide the art of
teaching and show how to bring up a child in the way he should go.
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He found that the ability to apply these principles puts the teacher
on his feet and gives him confidence in his work. He knows where he
is going, what he is going for, and knows when he has found it.
Guided by the principles of education, he found he could lead his
pupils intelligently through the course of studies, through the analysis
of the art of teaching, school organization, school government, school
laws, and the history of education.
He found that the means to teaching is a well-digested course of
studies skilfully used. This course includes the objects and subjects
adapted to excite the pupil to right activity arranged in the order of
their dependency, and in the order of mental development.
That his pupils might use the means to teaching skilfully, he found
they must be led through the study of each subject in the public school
curriculum with direct reference to using the subject in teaching.
First, that the teacher may know the principles of the subject in their
logical relation, and place the subject in its true relation to other sub-
jects. Second, that he may know why the subject has its place in the
course of studies. Third, that he may know its value in the education
of the child.
This requirement led the principal to the study of methodology.
He found in the study of the mind's activity that the primary ideas of
external individual objects, and of mental phenomena, must be
acquired by direct observation of the external object and of the mental
phenomena, and that the possession of these primary ideas of individ-
ual objects is the condition for all thinking and all reading. Hence the
individual object must be brought distinctly before the mind of the
pupil that he may acquire these primary ideas by his own observation.
He found that all teaching must be objective.
In every lesson, with every object and subject, the teacher must
decide what ideas are to be taught, in what order, and the means to
their acquisition. This demands the arrangement of ideas in the
natural and logical order.
In acquiring the knowledge of an individual object, the natural
order is to proceed from the whole to its parts in the order in which
they exist, and to their relations; to its qualities; the uses to which the
qualities adapt; and its relation to our needs.
In acquiring the knowledge of a subject, we begin by denning it,
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which presents the subject as a whole. We find its main divisions by
analyzing the definitions. We analyze each main division into its sub-
ordinate divisions and continue this process till we have found and
arranged all the divisions of the subject in the order of their dependence.
Then we combine the thoughts of these divisions so arranged into the
thought of the whole subject. The mind proceeds from the whole sub-
ject to its parts and their relations, in the order of their dependence.
This is the logical order. We deal with a subject as a watch-maker
deals with a watch. He takes it as a whole, separates it into its parts,
cleans the parts, puts the parts together and restores the whole. Then
he knows the watch.
A distinct subject of thought may be called a topic.
Every lesson and every subject should be topically arranged.
There are four simple rules for topical arrangement : 1. Present the
elementary ideas first. 2. Present the object or subject first as a
whole, then the parts, and the relation of the parts. 3. Arrange the
topics for teaching an object in the natural order. 4. Arrange the
topics for teaching a subject in the logical order.
There are four great advantages in the topical method : 1. The
teacher knows what is to be taught, the steps to be taken, the means
to' be used. 2. The pupil knows what he is to study, in what order,
and how. 3. In the examination of the class, both teacher and pupil
know what is to be considered, the order, and the method of the exam-
ination. 4. It aids the pupil to comprehend and remember the lesson,
accustoms him to think logically, to acquire knowledge of objects and
subjects in their relations, and fosters accurate expression of thought.
The finding of the objective, analytic, topical method of teaching
let light and order into every line of mental activity in the school, and
the principal set to work to have all the subjects in the course of study
arranged on the topical plan. He himself outlined many of the
branches, and had the outlines printed for use by the pupil. He held
frequent meetings with his associate teachers, presented the method to
them, discussed it with them, and impressed it so strongly that it was
fully adopted by all the teachers, and became the permanent practice
of the school.
This method makes the comprehension and extension of every sub-
ject distinct and complete in the mind of the teacher. He knows what
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he is to work for, he knows how to go to work to accomplish his pur-
pose. It is the key to self instruction.
This method is expensive in time and labor for the teacher. He
must give much time to preparaition for teaching, he must be able to
stand before his pupils and present the object or subject clearly, forci-
bly, persuasively; to train his pupils to vigorous self-activity; and to
inspire them to the highest achievement.
Forty years ago the principal of this school was told by the chair-
man of his board of visitors, while examining his graduating class upon
this method on commencement day, that the method was fine in theory;
but it was not practical, it could not be used in the public schools, the
school committees would demand that the pupils study their text-books
and be examined on what the book says; but he continued to teach by
this method and to have his graduating class present it publicly on
commencement days. To-day objective teaching is the method in all
the best schools, and the principle of topical arrangement is universally
used in the text-book, the newspapers and magazines, and in the sys-
tematic conduct of every large business.
The evolution of the objective, analytic, topical method of teaching
in this school has caused the erection of new buildings for the school;
the extension of the school grounds; the construction of eleven labora-
tories furnished with the most approved modern appliances for teaching;
the gathering of large collections of minerals, plants, and animals
which have taken many years to accumulate; the furnishing of each
department with its own library of works devoted especially to the sub-
ject taught in the department; the sustaining of a model school for
observation and practice; a four to five fold increase in students in
attendance; and the increase of the faculty from four to thirty mem-
bers. This method is expensive in equipment but fruitful in good
results. It is the bed rock of normal instruction.









The Last Chronicle of Class A.
UMMER is approaching, and for the world the days are
lengthening, but to the members of Class A the days are
shortening, for the time is nigh when we must leave dear
Old Normal. The spirit which pervades the members of
Class A, as this year draws to a close, is best described in
the words of the poet who wrote:
"And though impressions calm and sweet
Thrill round my heart a holy heat,
And I am only glad,
The tear-drop stands in either eye,
And yet I cannot tell thee why—
I'm pleased and yet I'm sad."
We're pleased and yet we're sad. As we stand on the threshold
of a new era and look forward into the future, containing as it does
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new opportunities and new lines of endeavor, everything seems bright
and promising. We see standing before us the Goddess of Fortune,
beckoning with both hands and bidding us plunge into the battle of
life, and there make our presence felt. So, we are glad. Yet, as
we stop and think of the four years that have sped all too quickly, a
feeling of sadness steals o'er us, and we wish that the end might never
come. For these years have been full of joys and memories which can
never be forgotten, full of ties and friendships which time can never
break.
As we look back on the events of this our fourth and last year we
cannot help feeling a little proud of our achievements; we cannot help
feeling that we have advanced along the Path of Progress. These last
ten months have opened up to us many new lines of study, and we
begin to realize that we are just beginning rather than finishing our
student days. Life with all its wonders is just opening to us.
We prospective teachers realize the truth in the words of the poet
Longfellow, that
" Life is real! Life is earnest!
And the grave is not its goal."
In this broadening of our view the work in Psychology has played
an important part. The principles which we learned, the discussions
into which we entered, and the decisions which we reached have
proved to be of untold value to us. And though the majority of these
may be effaced from our memory as time goes on, still we can never
forget the pleasant moments which we spent in that class "face to
face, and eye to eye" with him, our teacher, "dear old Pa. " As we
go forth to respective duties let us ever keep his example before us,
strive to live up to those principles which he enunciates in ' ' The
Teacher in Modern Life. '
'
Our work in the Model school has also been of great value to us, and
we desire to express our thanks to those teachers who guided our
" maiden' ' efforts. To those other teachers who have struggled with
us not only during the past year, but ever since our arrival at this
institution, we desire to express our deepest thanks. Words cannot
describe our appreciation of their services and we only hope that the
time may come when we may pay them back, in part at least, for what
they have done for us.
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Accompanying this feeling of pride is one of mirth which arises as
we think of the incongruities of the year. For instance, can we ever
forget the day in Psychology that "the whistling virtuoso" was
wrecked on the lighthouse of Pharos? Can four of our number ever
forget the sleighride that never materialized? Will one of our fairer sex
ever forget that childish disease—measles? Will our fair young Presi-
dent ever forget the night he was a "perfect lady" ? Thus one could
go on forever recounting the humorous side of our life, but space—
cruel space—will not permit, and so we must desist.
We believe that Class A has not been found wanting, and as we
leave this famed institution we go with a firm purpose to live up to the
precepts and principles which have been bred into our lives while we
lived within the limits of that dear old school whose ' ' call shall ever
go hand in hand with our devotion. " And now Alma Mater— farewell!
Class Roll.
Norma Leslie Beal, 471 Webster Street, Rockland
Rockland High School; class vice-president '09; class secretary and treasurer
'10.
William Harden Chapman, East Brewster
Brewster High School; Offering editorial board '07; football '09; secretary
N. A. A. '10; treasurer Normal club '10; tennis championship, doubles, '09
(Chapman and Willis)
;
president Tennis club '10; chairman religious commit-
tee Y. P. U. '10; manager football '10; class president '10.
Charles James Fox, 104 Calumet Street, Roxbury
Boston English High School; class president '07; basketball 2nd '08, 1st '10,
manager '10; football '07-'10, captain '10; social committee Normal club '10;
literary and music committee Normal club '09; class historian '09-'10; social
committee Y. P. U. '09; vice-president N. A. A. '09.
Martin Pratt Parker, 225 Brockton Avenue, Abington
Abington High School; assistant manager basketball '08, manager '09;
manager football '09; secretary N. A. A. '09.
Evelyn Bertha Pillsbury, 607 Salem Street, Maiden
Maiden' High School; secretary Tennis club '09-'10; tennis championship '08.
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William Alfred Spooner, New Salem
New Salem High School; class president '08; treasurer Y. P. U. '08; football
'07-'09; basketball '08-'10; baseball '08-'10; president Tennis club '09; student
librarian '07-'10; business manager Normal Offering '10; president N. A. A.
'10; social committee Y. P. U.
Ida Etta Teague, Mt. Sunapee, N. H.
Worcester High School; class vice-president '07; Glee club '07-'10, secretary
and treasurer '07- '08; literary and music committee Normal club '08; edi-
torial board Normal Offering '09- '10; basketball '09; president mission class;
new student committee Y. P. U. '10; chairman social committee Y. P. U. '10;
chairman lookout committee '08; Shakespeare play '09, '10. .
Benjamin Sanford Tubman, North Brewster
Brewster High School; class president '09; secretary Y. P. U. '09; assistant
manager football '07; assistant manager baseball '09; vice-president Y. P. U.
'10; auditor Normal club '10.
Edith Coleman Turner, Assinippi
Norwell High School; class president '08; secretary Normal club '10;
treasurer Y. P. U. '10.
Edith Lucy Waugh, * Campello
Brockton High School; class secretary and treasurer '09.
Florence Davol Wood, 53 Walnut Street, Brockton
Abington High School; class secretary '08; class vice-president '10; editorial
board Normal Offering '10.
* Present first term.







The History of Section L
>N September, 1907, a group of jolly girls came here
after having passed a delightful summer as ''sweet
girl graduates. " We had heard of the beautiful
school at Bridgewater, and six of us had decided to
spend three years of our life in preparing for the
great function of teaching.
We have told you of our trials and tribulations of the first two
years; of our introduction to Manual Arts with its ''general and specific
considerations;" our debuts as soloists in Music; and our short-lived
horror of Zoology. But we must not forget its pleasures— our first
canoe trip on Carver's; our strolls around Great Hill; and our most
enjoyable hockey games.
All these we have told of in other years; but this year the begin-
ning of our life work lay before us. We were placed in the ' ' grades '
'
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from the third to the eighth, and derived no end of good and pleasure.
We must not forget to mention, however, our course in Literature-
how we followed the Canterbury Pilgrims and then became Knights of
King Arthur's Round Table. Of course our Psychology periods were
too precious to omit.
During the year two of us were called upon to show our theatrical
ability in The Merchant of Venice. Miss Gl n's "Jessica"
will long be remembered, and we shall never be surprised to hear of
Miss H y's working in the court of Venice.
Our life at Bridgewater is almost at a close, and it is with regret
that we leave it, with its pleasures and high aspirations. Not only has
it broadened our views and taught us the higher, nobler life, but the
friendships and happy hours in study and pastime will never be for-
gotten. Wherever the lights of our young lives gleam, whether near
together or far apart, may they all be beacons for the same ship— for
the "perfecting and uplifting of the human life "—sailing on under-
neath the ensign of our Alma Mater.
Class Roll.
Nora Frances Callahan, 21 Adams Street, Taunton
Taunton High School '07; girls' hockey team '09.
Alma Mercedes Galligan, 57 Penn Street, Quincy
Quincy High School '07; girls' hockey team '09.
Marguerite Mary Garrity, 627 Washington Street, Abington
Abington High School '07; class C vice-president '09; girls' hockey team '09.
Ellen Margaret Glennon, 21 Pearl Street, Stoughton
Academy of the Assumption '07; girls' hockey team '09; Shakespeare play
'10.
Emma Louise Handy, Marion
Tabor Academy '07; class D treasurer '08; Glee club '09-'10; Shakespeare
play '09; Offering editorial board '10.
Bessie Evelyn Tilton, 282 Washington Street, Haverhill
Haverhill High School '07; Junior class treasurer '08; Offering editorial
board '08; music committee Y. P. U. '08-'09; religious committee Y. P. U.
;
Glee_club librarian. '09, president '10; Glee club '08-'10.
Hazel Wentworth Varney, 33 Sampson Avenue, Braintree
Thayer Academy '07; girls' hockey team '09; class treasurer '10.











Motto: We end but to begin.
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Senior Class History.
T
Classes come and classes go,
Every Normal year 'tis so,
None more famed among all men
Than this class of nineteen ten.
kHE summer recess, to which we, as Juniors, had eagerly
looked forward, soon passed, and we returned to Nor-
mal as Seniors— that ideal state of our existence. We
took on the dignity of our station at once, and gave
the Juniors the benefit of our experience, telling them
of all the games and gatherings, and never once men-
tioning manual arts, music, or physics.
As each Senior returned, she was sure to be greeted with the
words: "Oh, do you know, our program has been changed! Yes, and
Senior I is to go into Model school at once, for six weeks. " This proved
to be the true state of affairs. Our fame in teaching soon spread to
the neighboring towns, and, in the latter part of September, several
schools sent for members of our class to assist in training the young
ideas to shoot, although this idea might be differently expressed by
one member of our psychology class.
While not teaching, we were busily at work in the Normal School,
where, in book-keeping, we learned the importance of keeping a cash
account, and made a list of all our property.
In English we became experts in parliamentary law, organized a
club, and introduced a way of selecting a chairman that was both novel
and amusing.
Manual arts was, of course, an old friend of ours, and we were not
surprised to find that our regard for it was still the same. Our exhibi-
tion in wood-work showed wonderfully original ideas in razor strops
and calendars, while many a girl's fingers showed where some of her
carving had been done.
In nature study, we made many new acquintances. We now speak
intelligently of philotaxy, deliquescence, and dicognomy, and classes to
come will surely bless us for our hints on "How to know the birds."
Our maps of Europe, drawn from memory on the blackboards in
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the literature class, drew such remarks from the instructor as these:
"I seem to see many geographical dislocations," or, " Well, I think if
you tow that island several hundred miles south, and anchor it, you will
finally have it properly located.
'
'
Geology trips convinced us that one might as well look for the pro-
verbial needle in the haystack as for peat or bog ore in Bridgewater.
Now we come to psychology, where we have spent two pleasant
hours each day pondering over weighty questions, and telling of our
experiences as teachers.
Like all celebrated people, we at first objected to having our pic-
tures taken, for we are naturally of a retiring disposition. Date after
date was set for us to pose on the church steps before we finally con-
sented, and the picture of the Senior Class and "Jack" Boyden was
taken.
And now comes the close of our Normal School chapter. As we
leave our dear Alma Mater, may we remember the words of Whittier:—
"We shape ourselves the joy or fear
Of which the coming life is made,
And fill our future atmosphere
With sunshine or with shade. '
'
Class Roll.
Sadie May Allen, 62 Court Street, Brockton
Calais High School, Maine, '08; Shakespeare play '10.
Mary Gertrude Anderson, 82 Church Street, Ware
Ware High School; religious committee Y. P. U. '10.
Mabel Gertrude Andrew, Marion
Tabor Academy; social committee Y. P. U. '09-'10.
Elsie Barlow, 55 Prospect Street, Fall River
B. M. Durfee High School; class treasurer '10; social committee Normal club
'10; Shakespeare play '10.
Bernice Ardelle Batchelder, 69 Franklin Street, Reading
Reading High School; music committee Y. P. U. '09.
Catharine Bancroft Beatley, 11 Wabon Street, Roxbury
Roxbury High School; class treasurer '09; Offering editorial board '09-'10;
Glee club '09- '10.
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Gladys Evelyn Booth, 78 Florence Street, Springfield
Springfield Central High School.
Helen Veronica Buguey, Huntington
Huntington High School; religious committee Y. P. U. '09; Orchestra '09;
new student committee '09; Shakespeare play '10.
Carrie Louise Coffin, Edgartown
Edgartown High School.
Sybil Kennison Collins, 6 Washington Street, Fairhaven
Glee club secretary and treasurer '09-'10; vice-president class '10.
Mary Ellen Viginia Connors, Rock Street, Fall River
B. M. C. Durfee High School.
Jennie Gertrude Cook, Hillside Street, Milton
Milton High School.
Jennie Cook Cumming, 33 Totman Street, Quincy
Quincy High School.
Helen Nason Davies, Ballard Vale
Punchard High School; Shakespeare play '10; class day historian.
Mollie Clarke Duffee, 152 Grove Street, Melrose
Melrose High School; Shakespeare play '10.
Elizabeth Agnes Dunne, 47 Ashland Street, Taunton
Taunton High School.
Sophie May Dupont, 66 Liberty Street, Taunton
Taunton High School.
Grace Darling Fisher, 14 Hill Street, Woburn
Woburn High School.
Helen Elizabeth Fisher, 47 Linden Avenue, Somerville
Somerville English High School; Y. P. U. committee '09; chairman music
committee '10; Shakespeare play '10; Glee club '10; literary and music com-
mittee.
Amy Elizabeth Giles, 3 Eleventh Avenue, Haverhill
Haverhill High School; Shakespeare play '10.
Mary Isabelle Gray, Stony Beach, Hull
Hingham High School; Shakespeare play '10; president Woodward club.
Esther Grovenor, Hingham
Hingham High School; property manager Shakespeare play '10.
Anastasia Irene Harkins, 108 Goffe Street, Quincy
Woodward Institute.
Mildred Gertrude Harrington, 92 Park Street, Fall River
B. M. C. Durfee High School.
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Elizabeth Gertrude Hart, 988 Stafford Road, Fall River
B. M. C. Durfee High School; Shakespeare play '10; class secretary '09-'10;
Glee club '08-'10; Class day orator.
Mary Agnes Henchey, 537 Washington Street, Quincy
Quincy High School.
Ruth Pauline Hewett, 42 Pleasant Street, Bradford
Haverhill High School; lights Shakespeare play '10; literary and music com-
mittee Normal club '09-'10.
Ethel May Hiatt, 93 Torrey Street, South Weymouth
Weymouth High School; Shakespeare play '10.
Eleanor Katherine Holden, North Troy, Vermont
Rutland High School; social committee Normal club; Shakespeare play '10.
Mary Margaret Holland, 43 Gilbert Street, North Brookfield
North Brookfield High School; music committee Y. P. U. '09-'10.
Ethel Randlett Humphrey, 22 Baxter Street, Quincy
Quincy High School.
Helen Jackson Hunt, 31 Hamilton Avenue, Haverhill
Haverhill High School; class president '09-'10; Shakespeare play '10; basket-
ball '10.
Elizabeth Jackson, Bridgewater
Bridgewater High School; Offering editorial board '08-'10; class historian '09;
vice-president Tennis club '09-'10; Shakespeare play '10; Class day prophecy.
Ruth Kemp, 23 Trafford Street, Quincy
Quincy High School; Shakespeare play '10; Glee club '10.
Mary Alice Kennedy, 30 Park Avenue, South Weymouth
Weymouth High School.
Elizabeth Howard Litchfield, North Scituate
Scituate High School; Glee club '09- '10; Shakespeare play '10.
Carrie Louise Littlefield, 65 Glen Street, Somerville
Somerville Latin School; Shakespeare play '10.
Edna Davis Locke, 203 West Street, Easthampton
Easthampton High School; Glee club '08- '10.
Daisy Stevens Lyon, 84 Readville Street, Readville
Hyde Park High School; Shakespeare play '10.
Bernice Jordan Macomber, Hall Quarry, Maine
Mt. Desert High School; class secretary '09.
Cora Adeline McGowan, Swansea
B. M. C. Durfee High School; social committee Y. P. U. '10; assistant stage
manager Shakespeare play '10.
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Anna Gertrude Murphy, 579 Durfee Street, Fall River
B. M. C. Durfee High School.
Mary Elizabeth Raub, 59 Harvard Street, Dorchester
W. M. I., New London, Conn.
Helena Mary Reggett, 146 Weir Street, Taunton
Taunton High School; Shakespeare play '10.
Ethel Violet Roy, Marion
Maiden High School.
Annie Agnes Russell, 33 Eliot Street, Quincy
Woodward Institute.
Jennie Williams Seaver, 7 Trescott Street, Taunton
Taunton High School; Shakespeare play '10.
Mary Elizabeth Seymour, 23 Agassiz Avenue, Waverley
Belmont High School.
Emma Jeannette Sherman, Fairhaven
Fairhaven High School; Offering editorial board '09-'10.
Bertha May Smith, 728 Main Street, Haverhill
Haverhill High School; girls' basketball team '10.
Roberta Webster Smith, 105 Granite Street, Quincy
Quincy High School; Shakespeare play '10.
Marion Stevens Strange, Marshfield
Stoneham High School; class president '09; Shakespeare play '10; social
committee Normal club '10; girls' basketball team '10.
Maybell Lillian Teel, 69 Montello Street, Roslindale
Walpole High School.
Helen Louise Thomas, 489 Spring Street, Fall River
B. M. C. Durfee High School; religious committee Y. P. U. '09-'10; literary
and music committee Normal club '10; stage manager Shakespeare play '10;
class historian '10.
Nellie Lucy Twiss, Three Rivers
Palmer High School.
Blodwen Winifred Walters, 101 Copeland Street, Quincy
Quincy High School; Glee club '09-'10; girls' basketball team '10.
Hazel Althea West, 274 Pleasant Street, Brockton
Brockton High School.
***
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Class Motto:— Completeness of character the aim of life.
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The History of the Specials.
\A7 E are gathered from the Old World and the New, from
Armenia to the land of the Incas. The three
Americas send forth their sons. We speak many
languages. Thus in the pursuit of learning we are
joined together, and to those who have already been
in active work it is proved that ' ' sustained enthusiasm is the dynamic
of educational work. '
'
We may well be proud of our many and varied successes. Our
members have found some place in every niche of school activity from
athletics to dramatics. The privileges of elective courses which we
enjoy are best illustrated by Mr. B - n - 1 - y, who elects work wholly
under the gentlemen of the faculty but supplements this an by uncata-
logued course in star-gazing.
Under our president's leadership, class socials have afforded pleasant
hours of good fellowship. Those who performed the last sad rites
after lights are out are our best demonstrators. Together, loyally we
work, cheered on by the broad, contagious smile of Mr. G - m - z.
In Biology we learned that hens do not make eggs from eating
glass bottles, and after serious thought we can answer the Jacksonian
question,
'
' How long will it take several horses to eat a peck of oats if
none of them eats any? " Miss W - rd gravely informs us that bulbs
will produce flowers of any desired color merely by placing them in
glass jars of that color. Then Mr. G - m - z adds to our knowledge in
that same animals have a gee-zard. In Psyche, Miss Ch - - s - i - pre-
sents first hand information that dogs laugh,—anywayr her's does.
Memory is a valuable asset and is very useful, Miss J - n - s will testify.
It was one day heard in German, " Moechten Sie zu Fuess gehen?'
Ja, ' ' came the reply,
'
' wenn ich kann ein Maedchen finden. ' ' Are
die Maedchen so scarce? The vast 'Unknown" is rapidly being
explored by H - t - h. Woe to the originator of that Unknown if ever
found.
Our Class Play was assured of success from the outset. Mr,
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C - a - ke conclusively shows us how a true actor should study his part
in real life, and here let me quote Mr. G - il - en's favorite lines:
" Our eyes have met, our lips not yet,
The name of our Play is "Pygmalion and Galatea' ' and promises
many amusing episodes. The leading characters are Mr. H-a-h as Pyg-
malion, and Miss D-r-y as Galatea.
Our school year has brought us rich rewards for the present, and
rich promises for the future. The never failing courage and patience
and indomitable will of our grand " Pa ' ' lights our path. In the words
of Shakespeare,
,:
' He hath a daily beauty in his life. ' ' To him we give
our grateful tribute, and to our Principal and other teachers to whom
we are indebted for this full year.
In the words of the song we often sing in Chapel, ' 'Onward be our
watchword. ' ' So let us ardently seek that ' ' completeness of character
the aim of life.
Class Roll.
Sarkis Manoog Bagdoyan, East Cambridge
Central Turkey College; class play.
William Tilden Bentley, 1 Cleveland Street, Cambridge
Harvard University; teacher; football '09; basketball 2nd '09-'10; Orchestra;
class play.
Hazel Beatrice Caryl, Pearl Street, Bridgewater
Mt. Holyoke College; class play '10.
Sarah Hamer Christie, Berkley
Hyannis Summer School; teacher; class vice-president; class play.
George Benedict Clarke, 56 Stetson Street, Bridgewater
Harvard University; teacher; class play; class secretary and treasurer; foot-
ball; Orchestra.
Ethel Madeleine Costello, 336 King Street, Northampton
Teacher.
Ethel White Derby, Park Terrace, Bridgewater
Mt. Holyoke College; class play.
Galacion Gomez, Mexico City, Mexico
Normal School of Mexico City; class play.
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Alejandro Erasmo Guillen, Calle de Belen, Cuzco, Peru
Lima Normal School '08.
Randolph Leonard Harlow, Dorchester
Acadia College; president of class '08-'09.
Aram Hovhannes Khatchadoorian (Hatch), 1308 Wash'n St., Boston
Central Turkey College.
Arnold Collamore Heath, 147 Highland Avenue, Newtonville
Harvard University; class president '10; editor-in-chief Normal Offering '10;
class play '10.
Leroy Kingsbury Houghton, East Bridgewater
B. N. S. '08; teacher; football '07-'10; basketball '10; Orchestra '08-'10; class
historian.
Mary Alice Jones, Keene, N. H.
Teacher.
Alma de Mier, West Falmouth
Miss Renney's School, Elizabeth, N. J. ; teacher; Shakespeare play.
Grace Stanley Parkhurst, Chelmsford
Northfield Seminary; teacher.
Addie Mabel Sawyer, 8 Henry Street, Clinton
Teacher.
Gena Ellen Stone, 106 Monmouth Street, Springfield
Teacher.
Arturo Torres, San Jose, Costa Rica
Liceo de Costa Rica.
Mabel Adeline Ward, St. Johnsbury, Vermont
Teacher; basketball; class play; girls' hockey team.
Samuel Sarkis Varbedian, Bridgewater
Central Turkey College; teacher.
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Class History.
nn
N September of 1907, four
lonesome and homesick
children entered Bridge-
tsI &J water from different parts




' Hub, ' ' and even from the ' ' Nutmeg
State "—to explore the nooks and cor-
ners of the Normal School, Normal
Hall, the Campus, Cole's and Carver's.
Unlike those who accompanied them,
they were to explore, also, the psycho-
logical mysteries of earliest childhood,
the charm of the little Kindergarten
and Primary people having appealed
to them.
As they toiled through Music, Geometry, English, Vocal Expression,
Gymnastics, Arithmetic, Physiology, and Manual Arts, they often won-
dered how their desire to understand the little people could be satisfied
through the Pythagorean Theorem, a careful study of the Tonic Triad,
or the General and Specific Considerations of a Fireplace Tile.
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In September, 1908, one of the quartette was missing, but two were
added—one from the " Shoe City " and one from the home of the Pil-
grims. Psychology and Froebel' s principles and methods drew them
nearer to the child, and during the second half of this year, they
came in contact with
'
' the child ' ' himself in Model school.
In 1909, one of the late comers left the quintette, to put in practice
the knowledge gained during her short stay, and before the New Year
there remained but a trio. This trio spent many happy hours behind
the doors bearing the inscriptions: "Kindergarten" and "Supervisor
of Training. ' ' Here, too, they learned more of Froebel and his princi-
ples, all of which they will use in after life.
The three years explorations of this trio are nearly finished, but as
they separate, the funny sayings of the children, the inspiring thoughts
of Froebel, and the loving comradeship of all, will still go with them
and help them to keep in mind the great lesson which Bridgewater
teaches: "Not to be ministered unto, but to minister."
Class Roll.
1910.
Susan Elizabeth Abbott, 72 Broadway, Margaret Adelaide Goodwin, 83 Prospect
Taunton St., New Britain, Conn.
Marguerite Sanger, Hyde Park.
1911.
Helen Colburn Dustan, 3 Hudson St., Helen Caroline Sweet, Bedford St,,
Worcester Bridgewater
Matilda Elizabeth Ford, 77 Willow St., Helen Loring Thompson, Halifax
Waltham Mary Alice Tully, 11 Wilkins Place,
Ruth Cassandria Gurdy, Rockland, Me. Campello
Edythe Pratt, Mt. Prospect St., Harriett Edna Whiting, Union St.,
Bridgewater Bridgewater
1912.
Nellie Walters Emery, East Harwich Josephine Pervier Upton, 3 Winthrop St.,
Isabel Somerset French, Salisbury Stoneham
Gladys Adeline Newton, 22 Spring St., Flora Stella Wheeler, Enfield, N. H.
Fairhaven










The History of Class B.
iAY those who stop to read this tedious tale find justifi-
cation in that old saying, —
*
' A little folly now and
then is relished by the best of men." By the process
of elimination our original number, some twenty-two
or three, is now but fourteen. We have forgiven,
but by no means forgotten those who have left us to try courageously
the strength of their own wings.
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The heterogeneous collection, which dates its beginning from our
advent into this Normal world, steadily increased. From the English
room we carried away many things, including books, which were in one
copy only and very much in demand. We feel that we have a ' ' bowing
acquaintance " with some of the famous writers of the seventeenth
century, though that privilege may be more ornamental than useful.
As a supplement to our reading we were urged to see the Grail
frieze at the Boston Public Library, but judging from the small number
of visitors, some of us perhaps had had experience with "freezes " and
declined to renew the acquaintance.
The vivid manner in which one of our young ladies delivered her
original lines, — "The lightning flashed and the thunder crashed, "—
was a convincing argument that she has missed her vocation, unless
she has two.
We hesitate to attribute the prolonged absence of our English note-
books partly to Mr. Kirmayer, but it is not to be denied that he has
prescribed laying away a manuscript at least one year before correcting
finally.
The details of our Latin work are doubtless too deep for universal
interest. Suffice to say, we appreciated the cheery atmosphere, which
never failed to surprise us or banish the blues naturally resulting from
intimacy with the Donerian Blue Book.
Another Boswell would find a rich mine of humor and profit in the
episodes and incidents of our German recitations. The conversation,
especially when conducted by the class, frequently assumed a personal
character quite embarassing. Queries such as, — ' * Wollen Sie spazieren
gehen?" were suggestive enough to produce a blush of conscious or
sympathetic guilt. Though some of this was intentional, let us be
generous enough to suppose it was a coincidence when Miss C
,
after a trip to the New Art Museum in Boston, admitted in reference
to her friend, Herr "Ich sah ihnneulich; er is noch in Boston."
A beginner is often misled by similarity to English in the sound
and spelling of German words. It no longer seems conceited to say:—
"
Ich bin es," nor is it a personal affront when Mr. Kirmayer bids you
—
" Komme hier." It must be that print holds a snare less easily per-
ceived, for someone reads at sight: "How charming you look today;
just like a century plant.
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A friendly rivalry seems probable between The Merchant of
Venice, as presented in February, and Das Huhn informally
produced on trial by Class B talent. The plot is novel, the conversation
pithy, the whole movement animated. In the second scene the hero
falls asleep and snores. Mr. Bagdoyan's clever and realistic imper-
sonation of that character is worthy of mention.
Of our Biology note books we might say: "They were good, what
there was of them, and there was a lot of them such as they were.
'
'
The theories that a beat can be improved by breeding, or eggs made of
glass bottles, were discouraged.
To B or not to B has sufficient honor heretofore been accorded? (A
question for the Debating section.) These are some of the reasons
why we have much and deserve more:—Mr. Chase, Our President;
Mr. Willis, Musical Director; Mr. Lincoln, All-round Champion
Athlete; Mr. Lane, Foreign Missionary; Mr. Mea, Train Student
(business requiring absence from active duty until 9.45.)
Now doth each busy little B
Improve these few short days
!
A high resolve he's made—Next Year
To change all B's to A's.
Class Roll.
Katherine Edith Cagney, Bridgewater Thomas Lynch Mea, Rockland
Sarah Gertrude Caplice, 109 Reed St,, Viola Louise Merrifield, 625 Tremont St,,
Rockland Boston
Preston Leigh Chase, East Harwich Regina Randall, 26 Somerset Place,
Lester Malcom Lane, Spring St,, Brockton
Hingham Carrie Elizabeth Stoddard, West Norwell
Edward Andrews Lincoln, No. Raynham Mary Lillian Walsh, Crescent St.,
Eleanor Howe Matson, Whitman Bridgewater
Catherine Elin McCormick, 15 Elliott Mary Emelia Williams, Easton
St., East Braintree Nathan Elliot Willis, Bridgewater












Motto:— Without halting, ivithout rest,
Lifting better up to best.
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Class History.
T has been said that "All the world's a stage," and now on
our small stage we bow once more before you, and we
"partake of the nature " of Class C. We have surely lost
our last year's reputation; for who could say that we are
the "noisiest class," when we entered a recitation room
without our teacher hearing us?
The first day of this school year, as we came to order ( ?) in one of
our classes, we were greeted very startlingly by one of our teachers,




Even if this is so, we have grown in some directions. Especially
were our powers of argument increased in our grammar class, where
we learned from Mr. W-lb-r that if we were, we were, because we ex-
isted; and if "the book was red," it was red because "it existed red."
At this point we asked "Why?" without any prompting, and no one
said "Because." We wanted to know, also, if "suffragette" was a
gender form or gender equivalent for suffragist. Miss D-ck-ns-n said,
"I hope not!" Besides this we learned the whole family history of
"Mary" and "John."
We have studied many sciences since we entered, but some of our
members seem particularly interested in nature study and Greek myth-
ology, for at one time we learned that Cupid had been visiting us, and
our congratulations were immediately expressed. No spinsters here!
because we learned that "a spinster is one who is still spinning a web
for a man."
With Mr. S-nn-tt, we enjoyed several geology trips, but some of
the people were so infatuated with them that they took extra ones to
the same places, and other places of interest. On one of these trips
several people were lost on the way, and found the wrong place, al-
though perhaps it answered!
In the study of Geology, we illustrated our work with practical ap-
plications and unanswerable questions. One of the girls told us that
she had seen some drumlins going up on the train to New Hampshire.
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The question was asked if there is more oxygen here in the north than
in the south. When questioned as to why she should ask that, she
said, "I was just wondering if that is why the New Englanders are
much more active than the Southerners. Miss H-m-r would like to
know on which flood-plains onions (?) grow best? With this question
the subject of Biology was correlated with Geology.
In Biology, it was learned that the human body must be a very
wonderful organism to be able to resist ' ' so much pressure. " I wonder
if any one in that class knows the song, " As pants the 'heart,'" when
one makes a presentation speech in white corduroys.
In Physiology we learned that man is more fortunate than other
animals since he can use his hands at the same time that he uses his
feet, and also, it is natural for him to look up toward the stars. But in
History it was suggested that the application of the title ' ' Mr. " to a
man depended upon whether he was married or single. Two other
important facts were called to our attention, that if a man is fat, it is
not a sign that he overeats; and although according to principles
" Laughing makes a man grow fat, while sighing makes him thin;"
even this does not always prove true.
There has been much tearing 'round and cutting up in Reading, and
lately, to produce glibness of speech, our tongues have twisted around
such things as this:— "Vivid Veronica Victoria Vincent, a vivid vision
in varying violet and vermilion velvet, violently advancing from her
velocipede, having vivisected her vena cava, with vitality visibly van-
ishing, was revived by vinegar."
In our blackboard sketching, our teacher tried to impress upon us
the value of contrasted colors to give a strong effect, and although per-
haps we did not all succeed in bringing out these effects in our sketches,
our deficiency in that line has been partially repaired by the effects
since produced in waists, ties, and socks. We made, also, our chef
d'ouvre in crayon, and the market price of our drawing paper was
increased by the watering of the stock with color.
In this, our second happy year of Normal training, we have ' ' di-
gested " much learning; and now, before we "shade off " into Class B,
let us drink to the health of our Alma Mater and to "Classy Class C '
of 1909-10.
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Class Roll.
Ella Cary Andrews, 1155 Montello St., Mary Hudson Onley, 121 Willis St.,
Brockton New Bedford
Eileen Frances Arnold, 32 Myrtle St., Mary Emma Reavis, 111 Jacob St.,
Brockton Brockton
Cecilia Mary Beattie, 343 Centre St., Anna Louise Ryan, 1105 Commercial St.,
Bridgewater East Weymouth
Katherine Barker Denlinger, 39 Saunders Evelyn Searles Severance, South Hanover
St., North Weymouth Carrie Elmer Shattuck, Pepperell
Catherine Agatha Faircloth, 95 Belmont Mabel Haskell Shaw, 36 Maple Ave.,
St., Rockland Bridgewater
Mildred Rich Hager, 27 Walter St., Elsie May Stratton, Oak Bluffs
Somerville Esther Martha Whiting, 121 Gladstone
Alice Jane Hall, 27 Ellsworth St., St., Brockton
Brockton Charlotte Janet Williamson, 32 Kingman
*Eleanor Jean Homer, 5 Winthrop St., Ave., Brockton
Winchester Harry Carlton Darling, Webster St.,
Sarah Freeman Howes, East Dennis Rockland
Marion Bancroft Hunt, 120 Main St., James Edward Dolan, 81 Union St.,
Bridgewater Randolph
Mary Lee, 32 Weetamoe St., Fall River Valentine Francis Dunn, 138 Myrtle St.,
Lois Howard Llewellyn, Vernon St., Rockland
Rockland James Louis Early, 123 Riverview St.,
Lillian Emerson Luce, 21 Francesca Ave., Campello
West Somerville George Edward Hayes, 55 Crescent St.,
Sara Louise Maloney, 108 High St.
,
Bridgewater
Taunton Joseph Michael McEvoy, North Brookfield
Helen Frances Norton, Florence St., George Linus McKinnon, 80 Stetson St.,
Augusta, Me. Whitman
Ellen Margaret O'Neil, Bridgewater Howard Wilbur, 292 Durfee St., Fall River
* Present first term.












The History of Class D.
N September of the year nineteen hundred and nine,
Class D began life at the Bridgewater Normal School.
We entered the Assembly Hall that bright fall morn-
ing, and were given our seats. Once we had a desk
of our own and a seatmate, we felt very brave. But
when the "older " classes were told to pass, and we were sent to the
music class, we did not feel quite so brave.
There we were informed that we must be ready to sing all alone at
any time, and be ready to lead the others in the singing. Now we be-
gan to feel still less brave. At length, however, this fright wore off,
and before the music course was half over, we had some fine soloists in
the class. All the boys sang well, but S-a-d-sh was our star!
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In English class, we had great fun reciting poems. Our favorite
ones were " Flower in the crannied Wall ' ' and " Break! Break! Break!"
Strange, wasn't it? Miss Di-k-n-on said that she was glad we enjoyed
these poems. And we did enjoy them— because they were short. The
boys seemed to have enjoyed the work in English, too. One boy, es-
pecially, who went deep into Webster's dictionary, introduced to
the English class the new word, " Oxyosphesia.
"
In Zoology we had to study and work hard; but now we look back
on it, we remember what fun it was to count the scales on the wrig-
gling worm, and to draw pictures of those dreadful black squids.
It was not long before the second term began. We thought we
had to word hard the first team, but we were sure of it the second
term.
Of course, chemistry and mineralogy were difficult, but we had in
our class some exceedingly brilliant young people. We are sure Miss
S-ars could make money dyeing waists; for didn't she make her own a
delicate grey color by letting a test tube of inky water explode all over
her? In mineralogy we had a girl with detachable nails. If you do
not believe it just listen to this. One day Miss Ho-k-ns, very eager to
test a certain mineral and having no steel nail, said to Miss Ad-ls-n,
" Lend me your nail, will you? " This young lady, who was very busy
with her work, looked up quickly and said, looking at her finger nails,
" Er— er which one? "
Then too, in this term came Physics. The boys were very brilliant
in this work, but they were frequently reminded that they had not yet
passed the "kid" stage. But what we girls had said to us! "Have
you ever studied arithmetic? Have you ever studied arithmetic?"
Still there some pretty wonderful young women in our class. Our Miss
Pa- -e knew enough to draw a picture of a sewing machine. And Miss
E-m-s must have seen the earth cut open ; for when she attempted to
draw a cross section of it she informed us that the equator wouldn't
show in a cross section.
Manual Arts was our delight! In the wood room one would not
have known us from experienced carpenters except for the gashes in
our dresses and fingers.
Two of our girls had the honor of being chosen for the girls'
basketball team. Yes, Miss Lane and Miss Depoyan were fine players.
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The boys of Class D have striven to do credit to the school and to
themselves. How well they have succeeded is shown by the enviable
record of Mr. Swift both on the gridiron and on the basketball floor.
Now you know a little about the history of Class D for one year.
May the second, third, and fourth years be as happy and prosperous as
this year—and more so.
Class Roll.
Annie Adelson, 58 Haverhill St., Brockton A. Rubena Lane, Hingham Center
Eva V. Adelson, 58 Haverhill St.
,
Brockton
Walter C. Allen, 132 Glendale Rd.
,
Quincy
Dorothy M. Ayer, 11 Sanborn St.
,
Winchester
Esther M. Barnes, 362 Centre St,,
Brockton
Ila D. Berry, Bay View
Carrie Bishop, North Abington
Harold R. Blake, 55 Warren St., Marlboro
May K. Chapman, East Brewster
Everett A. Churchill, Bridgewater
Marguerite Clarke, Millville Heights
Joseph A. Conlon, 120 Market St.
,
Campello
E. Mildred Crane, Avon
Rita M. Crimmin, 121 Quincy St.,
Brockton
Martha Depoyan, 54 Leonard St.
,
Bridgewater
Lois H. Elmes, Bridgewater
Sadie Fetherston, 33 Montello St. Ext.
,
Brockton
Henry F. Gill, 228 Pleasant St., Brockton
Gladys M. Harris, 18 Glendale St.
,
Montello
Eva A. F. Hobart, 213 Independence Av.,
Quincy
Elizabeth Hopkins, 241 Mt. Vernon Ave.,
Marion, Ohio
Katie M. Hunt, 30 Lincoln St. , Norwood
Arthur C. Jones, Charlemont
Helen M. King, South Braintree
Catherine T. Lane, Rockland
Ella H. Lewis, 24 Greenleaf St., Maiden
Marian S. Lovell, Andover, N. H.
Mae L. Lundergan, 585 North Main St.,
Brockton
Alice Martin, 52 Clinton St., Brockton
James A. Murphy, 101 Stetson St.,
Whitman
Margaret M. Murrill, 538 Market St.
,
Rockland
Orton C. Newhall, Plymouth St.
,
North Middleboro
Mildred F. Nye, 75 Tremont St.
,
Campello
John J. O'Brien, 33 Elm St., Hingham
Doris M. Paine, 18 Grove St., Winchester
Marie K. Power, 208 Bay St., Taunton
Oscar F. Raymond, 447 Prospect St.
,
Brockton
Carl B. Reed, 14 Pleasant St. , Whitman
Helen P. Robbins, Harwich
Clara Ross, 9 Victoria St., Dorchester
Ida D. Runnels, Elmwood
Gladys F. Russell, West Hanover
Madeleine H. Sears, East Dennis
Mildred D. Speare, 24 Franklin St.,
Chelsea
Alfred E. Standish, Wareham St.,
Middleboro
Bradford E. Swift, 131 Centre St.,
Middleboro
Nellie A. Tower, Hanover
Hope P. Waldron, Dighton
Kenneth L. Young, East St. , Hingham Center
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Ethel McLain Woodbury,
Delia Roby,








Motto:—Ex vita scolae, in scolam vitae.
Class History.
S the Israelites fled to the land of Canaan, so the
Juniors thronged into Bridgewater on the seventh
day of September, nineteen hundred nine. There,
—
wasn't it they that made everything look so green?
When they were waiting in Normal Hall to have their
rooms assigned,
They sat in silent wonderment,
The busy matron round about;
And, from beneath the wide-brimmed hats,
Their anxious eyes looked out.
Beauty and greenness waiting there
Through weary hours of the lingering day,
—
Dumb as the suit-cases at their side,
And motionless as they.
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Morning chapel was a scene of weeping when the letters from
home were being read, but that home-sick feeling quickly changed to
fear when they filed into the music room. Poor things, every time
they had to recite about major and minor scales, cold chills played tag
on their backs. "Nonentities " they were, in Miss Pr - nc - 's words:
Music slips, oh music slips,
Thee,— did they long to resist!
In physics, the next dreaded lesson, they learned a few jolly but
sarcastic remarks, and Mr. J - ck - - n's interpretation of their modern
language. He likened it to that of a small child who said that "The
Nativity took place in a garage in Jerusalem."
When discouraged and weary, they hastened to the chemistry
labratory or mineralogy room where they were quickly comforted by
the fatherly instructor. No words were needed to bring about this
feeling, but just his mere presence.
Consider the Juniors,
They toil (?) not, neither do they spin,
Yet the Normalites in all their glory
Are not so wise as one of these.
This wisdom was displayed in algebra when Miss L - - ph - ar
declared that "Three apples and two apples are four apples,"—also in
English when Miss M - nd - 11 kindly informed the teacher who was
reluctant to accept Miss M - nd - Ps rule, that "There are exceptions to
all rules."
"Man the barstall,—go! " This was a welcome in gymnasium,
but its after-effects weren't quite so pleasant, especially the next day.
Young, as they were, they enjoyed all the exercises, but you can ask
them how they enjoyed reciting "the families of movements."
Miss L - yc - - k was their star athlete. She did her best to have
the Juniors defeat the reverend Seniors in hockey, but since that was
not accomplished she turned her thoughts and energies to basketball.
Seniors, salute the Juniors, who defeated you in basketball!
Last, but not least, was Manual Arts. How the industrious
Juniors drained their pocketbooks to buy new material and candles,
nobody knows. Many wastebaskets, card-cases, and working draw-
ings were made after—well, perhaps you can guess. It was a great
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curiosity to watch the way they handled the knives in woodwork; even
the instructors marvelled at the genius they displayed in doing that.
Now they are looking forward to throwing off their Junior robes
and putting on those of the Seniors. As they take upon themselves
this new title of Seniors, they earnestly desire that the new Junior
Class may find the work full as easy (?) as they did, and may enjoy
and appreciate it to its utmost extent.
Class Roll.
Alice Mabel Abbott, 124 Division St., Frances Badger Dodge, 61 Waverly St.,
North Attleboro Roxbury
Gertrude Beatrice Andrews, 210 Pleasant Hattie Mabel Dore, 28 Pleasant St.,
St., Whitman North Andover
Marion Edith Andrews, 129 West Elm St., Lilla DeMar Downer, North Falmouth
Brockton Catherine Helen Driscoll, 117 Quincy St.,
Marion Eastman Bachelder, 86 Howard Quincy
St., Haverhill Ellen Gertrude Drislain, Rockland St.,
Louise Goodrich Badger Leonard Street, Canton
Bridgewater Muriel A. Emerson, Pearl St., Reading
Annie Riddell Birnie, 221 Whitwell St.
,
Katherine A. Falvey, 17 Kent St.
,
Quincy
Quincy Annie J. Flieger, 87 Fremont St.,
Annie Weston Bonney, Washington St., Winthrop
Hanover Marian Gordon, 75 Warren St.
,
Lucy Josselyn Bonney, Washington St., West Medford
Hanover Bertha F. Gormley, 555 Plymouth St.
,
Catherine Burgess, Hingham Center Abington
Laura May Burrill, 154 Bowdoin St.
,
Susan A. Hays, 461 Highland Ave.
,
Winthrop Fall River
Doris Catherine Burt, Winthrop St., Harriet P. Hayford, 36 Parkman St.,
Taunton Dorchester
Inez Idella Carder, Hope Ave., E. Milton Louise Hinks, 23 Adams Place,
Marie Aurore Clement, 144 Spring St.
,
South Weymouth
Cambridge Mollie C. Jenney, Charles Neck, Marion
Marguerite Agatha Connor, 19 Bates Av., Etta M. Johnson, 29 Winthrop St.,
East Weymouth Melrose
Ida May Cronin, 1050 Pleasant St., Marion B. Johnston, 522 North Main St.,
East Weymouth Fall River
Rosina S. Deeg, Mountain St., Sharon Nelle C. Lanphear, Shannock, R. I.
Alice May Doane, 65 Bowditch St., Edith L. Laycock, Unionville
Braintree Isa M. Mangan, Central St., Abington
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Helen J. Margeson, 204 Lincoln St., Florence K. Skinner, 5 Elm St.,
Winthrop South Hadley Falls
Eugenia A. McColl, Niantic, R. I. Doris M. Smith, 80 Turner St.
,
Quincy
Helena R. McCormick, 40 Gilmore St., Helen B. Snell, 146 Pleasant St.,
Quincy Fitchburg
Grace E. Mcintosh, 72 Partridge Ave., Marion G. Staples, 57 Keith Ave.,
Winter Hill Campello
Anne D. Mendell, Mattapoisett Vesta E. Strickland, Weir St., Hingham
Susan M. Minter, 635 Center St., Alice M. Sullivan, 328 Cedar St.,
Brockton New Bedford
Agnes E. Murphy, 126 Canton St., Mary E. Sullivan, 43 Cherry St,, Ware
Stoughton M. Emma Vinal, Main St. , North Scituate
Helen A. Murphy, 14 Bond St., Boston Florence E. Wallace, 39 Walker St.,
Rita C. Page, 163 North St., Taunton
North Weymouth M. Evelyn Wheeler, 137 Pearce St.
,
Jessie L. Paine, Provincetown Fall River
Hazel E. Patterson, 97 Bryant Ave., Bessie M. White, 84 Washington St.,
East Milton Taunton
Elizabeth Powers, 44 Bigelow St., Quincy Ellen T. White, 84 Washington St.,
Lydia B. Randall, Kingston Taunton
Mabel D. Reardon, 54 Common St., Olive E. Whittier, Somerset
Quincy Ada M. Williams, 14 Barry St.,
Delia Roby, Holmes St., North Hanson West Quincy
Rosa M. Seymour, 23 Agassiz Ave.
,
Beulah D. Wood, Medfield
Waverley Ethel M. Woodbury, 47 Kent St.,
Alice M. Sheehy, 1049 Commercial St., Haverhill
East Weymouth Alliene B. Wright, 11 Lee St., Cambridge
Ellen C. Shyne, 28 Barry St.,
West Quincy





Arthur Clarke Boyden, A. M., Principal; Albert Gardner Boyden, A. M., Princi-
pal Emeritus; Franz Heinrich Kirmayer, Ph. D. ; William Dunham Jackson; Charles
Peter Sinnott, B. S. ; Frank Ellis Gurney.
GRADUATE MEMBERS.
Winfield S. Rich, '79; Frank P. Speare, '85; M. E. Fitzgerald, '87; A. B. Palmer;
'88; J. Carroll, '90; J. F. McGrath, '92; G. A. Keith, '93; A. P. Keith, '94; C. V.
Nickerson, '95; B. Hunt, '96; F. W, Seabury, '96; A. L. Winter, '97; A. C. Chur-
buck, '98; P. V. Donovan, '99; H. E. Gardner, '99.
1900. H. A. Fitton, A. L. Gould, W. R. Kramer, A. K. Lowe, L. E. Maglathlin,
H. M. Vaughn.
1901. C. Benson, F. L. Curran, J. A. Cushman, H. Gammons, E. L. Sinnott,
M. A. Smith.
1902. J. H. Armstrong, S. W. Cushing, L. D. Cook, G. F. Hopkins, H. A.
Howes, W. G. Howes, N. Leonard, C. P. Savary, W. E. Smith.
1903. M. D. Carroll, A. M. Eldridge, J. W. Northcott, R. E. Pellissier, W. G.
Vinal, H. F. Wilson.
1904. J. F. Gould, J. H. Graham, A. B. Handy, A. W. Hapgood, J. M.
McDonnell, C. F. Miller, C. W. Walter.
1905. C. F. Aherne, H. H. Benedict, A. T. French, E. T. N. Sadler.
1906. M. A. Hooley, J. E. Keefe, Jr., F. J. O'Brien, F. J. O'Donnell.
1907. E. A. Boyden, G. W. Flanders, F. A. Guindon, L. A. McDonald, L. W.
Newell, J. T. Palmer, C. W. Waldron.
1908. D. V. O'Flaherty, G. W. Gammon, A. I. Studley, C. A. A. Weber.
1909. E. W. Ames, A. H. Chamichian, C. F. Frahar, L. C. Infante, T. A.
Pickett, H. T. Prario, C. A. Wheeler.
Deceased Member. W. F. C. Edwards, '02.
UNDERGRADUATE MEMBERS,
1910. W. F. Bentley, William H. Chapman, C. J. Fox, R. L. Harlow, L. K.
Houghton, M. P. Parker, W. A. Spooner, B. S. Tubman.
1911. G. Gomez, L. M. Lane, E. A. Lincoln, T. L. Mea.
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Lambda Phi.
Organized, January, 1903. Chartered, February 1, 1908.
1904. Mrs. Bertha (Bemis) Johnson
Mrs. Lillie H. (Downing) Vinal
Margaret E. Doyle
Agnes F. Gillen




























Mrs. Harriet (Morrill) Bentley
Lucy J. Washburn
Mrs. Edna (Wickham) Thompson















Mrs. Jessica (Philbrook) Gammons
Edith E. Smith
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Alpha Gamma Phi.




1902. Ethel Boyden 1906. Ethel M. Perkins
1903. Annie D. Cheeves Ethel M. Simpson
Elizabeth (Kimball) Hamilton Elizabeth Vanston
Amy W. Lawrence 1907. Beatrice I. Cervi
1904. Elizabeth R. Clark 1908. Anne L. Brackett
Una (Saunders) Cummings Lulu L. Burbank
Mary L. Kimball Ida Mae Corwin
Mary L. Preston Margaret E. Gove
Gertrude E. Smith Isabel W. Joy
1905. Elizabeth (Beaudry) Spenser Beulah N. Lester
Emma J. Manning 1909. Frances M. Cady
Beulah Mitchell Inez B. Copeland
Laura B. Tolman Elvira B. Lane
1906. Nellie Barker Edith M. Rounds
Eva B. Case Vera A. Sickels































Fanny Amanda Comstock, Mary Alice Emerson, Margaret E. Fisher.
GRADUATE MEMBERS.































Alice W. Whitman (Speare)
























1912. May K. Chapman
Clara Ross






































1910. Mary G. Anderson
Helen V. Buguey











1912. Madeline H. Sears
IUELWARO CO. BOSTON
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The Normal Club.
ORGANIZED 1844 AS THE "NORMAL LYCEUM," REORGANIZED 1895 AS THE "NORMAL












Literary and Musical Committee.
Miss Clara C. Prince, Ruth P. Hewett, N. Elliot Willis,
Margaret A. Goodwin, Charles J. Fox, Helen L. Thomas,
Miss Alice E. Dickinson, Helen E. Fisher.
Social Committee.
Helen C. Dustan, Elsie Barlow, Eleanor K. Holden,
Marion S. Strange, Charles J. Fox.
Normal Offering.
Published under the auspices of the Club.















First Sopranos. Susan E. Abbott, Helen E. Fisher, Etta M. Johnson, Emma L.
Handy, Marion B. Hunt, Florence K. Skinner, Ida E. Teague.
Second Sopranos. Alice M. Abbott, Sybil K. Collins, Annie J. Flieger, Eleanor
J. Homer, Elizabeth H. Litchfield, Josephine P. Upton, Blodwen W. Walters, Alliene
B. Wright.
First Altos. Dorothy M. Ayer, Marion E. Bachelder, Catharine B. Beatley,
Elizabeth G. Hart, Edna D. Locke, Clara Ross, Bessie E. Tilton, Ethel M. Woodbury.
Second Altos. Helen C. Dustan, Hattie M. Dore, Matilda E. Ford, Ruth Kemp,
A. Rubena Lane, Mabel H. Shaw, Alice M. Sullivan, Esther M. Whiting.




Susan E. Abbott, ..... President
Benjamin S. Tubman, .... Vice-President
Katherine E. McCormick, .... Secretary
Edith C. Turner, . . . . . Treasurer
New Student Committee.
Misses Hicks (chairman,) Buguey, Varney, Goodwin, Gray, Sanger.
Religious Committee.
Misses Grace C. Smith (chairman,) Anderson, Thomas, Tilton; Mr. Chapman.
Music Committee.
Misses Helen Fisher (chairman,) Prince, Dustan, Locke, Holland.
Social Committee.
Misses Teague (chairman,) Andrew, Ford, Gurdy, McGowan; Mr. Spooner.
kHE second year of our Union has been one full of inspir-
ation and help to its members. The school feels that
the purpose for which this organization was founded
is being realized. Sunday evening services consist of
addresses by ministers and members of the faculty.
At one of the services Dr. Briggs, of the Floating
Hospital, awakened our interest in that worthy charity, and a sum of
forty dollars was appropriated for this work.
The Religious and Social committees have been most helpful in
rendering their aid in accomplishing the work which has been effected.
The New Students Committee greeted the evening classes in the fall
with a cordiality which cast a home-like atmosphere about the school,
which might otherwise have appeared somewhat unattractive.
The Mission Study class is enjoying its third year, with a member-
ship of twenty-five. This year has been spent in the study of home
charities, with the "Challenge of the City," by Josiah Strong, as a
guide. The officers are: President, Ida E. Teague; vice-president,
Mary E. Seymour; secretary, Rosa M. Seymour; treasurer, Marion S.
Strange.
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Mrs. Clara B. Beatley,






May 1, 1909, Kingsley Hall, Ford Building, Boston.
June 18, 1910, Bridgewater Normal School.
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The Normal Orchestra.
Executive Committee,
Mr. A. C. Boyden, Mr. Bentley, Mr. Wilbur, Miss Clarke, Mr. Willis.
MEMBERS.
1st Violin, Mr. George B. Clarke, 2d Violin, Mr. Orton C. Newhall,
Miss Marguerite Clarke, Miss K. Edith Cagney,
Flute and Piccolo, Mr. Howard Wilbur, Cornet, Mr. N. Elliot Willis,
Clarinet, Mr. Leroy K. Houghton, Piano, Mr. William T. Bentley.
Director, N. Elliot Willis.
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Special Class Play— 1909.
HE Special Class of 1909, anxious to give financial aid
to some school activity and not averse to displaying
the dramatic abilities of its members, appropriated
one of the Friday evenings of last year as a distinctly
Special Class evening. On May 21, they gave a per-
formance of a Japanese comedy, : ' The Revenge of
Shari-Hot-Su, " in the Assembly Hall, before an audience which proved
to be unusually large for a minor school entertainment. The parts in
the play were taken as follows:
Shari-Hot-Su Sama, a learned Japanese, . . Mr. Harlow
Kioto, a young Japanese, .... Mr. Infante
Harold Armstrong, a young American, . . Mr. Heath
Mrs. Beaconstreet, from Boston, . . . Miss Lane
Nina, her daughter, ..... Miss West
Moig-iu-fa, called " Cherry Blossom, " . . . Miss Rickey
Toy-ama, the mother of Moig-iu-fa, . . . Miss Hammond
Other members of the class, in Japanese costume, served as ushers.
No one will forget the pretty stage decorations of that evening—
the memorable pink trees which resulted from a happy insiration of Mr.
Edward A. Lincoln, carried out by the handiwork of the Offering Board
of that year, who assisted in preparing the stage.
The Glee Club, too, are to be thanked for their songs during the
intermissions.
Altogether the evening was such a notable success that the ' ' Special
Class Play Evening" now bids fair to become a regular institution at
the school.
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Girls' Athletics.
HIS year the ball has been kept rolling in the two
branches of girls' athletics, hockey and basketball.
The enthusiasm of the older classes, which promised
so much last year, was strengthened this year by the
eagerness of the entering classes to carry on the
work.
As usual, the classes enjoyed the hockey games while the weather
permitted. But hockey was regretfully left behind when the cold
weather made it necessary. Then followed the great interest in
basketball. Rules were diligently studied; practice was begun; at
last the exciting interclass games were played.
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The aim of all the girls' athletics is to obtain the fullest benefit
from the games. When properly played, both hockey and basketball
should bring physical development. The girls who have played in the
games know that self control must be exercised. It is to be hoped that
the girls will unite to accomplish the desired end.
This year two basketball teams have been organized. Members
of these teams who played in a winning game are privileged to wear
the team insignia.
All who are interested in girls' athletics extend their thanks to
Miss Gordon and Miss Osterhoudt for their kind and ever ready assist-
ance.



































Men's Doubles, —William H. Chapman
N. Elliot Willis
The Normal Notebook.
The Notebook was established this year in the pages of the Bridge-
water Independent for the purpose of giving to the students as full
news as possible of school activities. Contributions have been welcomed
from any student in the Normal School. Those who have contributed
largely are:
Gladys E. Booth, Mildred D. Speare
Elizabeth H. Litchfield Helen V. Buguey
Elsie Barlow Ida E. Teague
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Normal Athletic Association.
Officers.
William Alfred Spooner, .... President
Randolph Leonard Harlow, . . . Vice-President
William Harding Chapman, .... Secretary
William Dunham Jackson, Faculty, . . . Trea&urer
Wearers of the " N."
William Tilden Bentley, '10, football,
William Harding Chapman, '10, football, mgr. baseball '10.
Everett Avery Churchill, '13, football.
George Benedict Clarke, '10, football.
Harry Carleton Darling, '12, football.
Valentine Francis Dunn, 12, baseball.
James Louis Early, '11, football, baseball.
Leo Vincent Flavell, '13, football.
Charles James Fox, '10, capt. football '10, baseball.
Henry Forrest Gill, '13, baseball.
George Edward Hayes, '12, football, basketball, baseball.
Leroy Kingsbury Houghton, '10, football, basketball.
Lester Malcolm Lane, '11, capt. baseball '10.
Edward Andrews Lincoln, '11, football, basketball capt. '10, baseball.
Joseph Michael McEvoy, '11. football, baseball.
George Linus McKinnon, '12, football, baseball.
Martin Pratt Parker, '10, mgr. football '10, baseball '09.
William Alfred Spooner, '10, football, baseball, basketball.
Bradford Elmer Swift, '13, football, basketball, baseball.
William Moore, honorary wearer of the ' * N.
"






iARDLY were our trunks unpacked and our pictures of
former heroes hung upon the walls of our rooms
when we saw that magic notice upon the bulletin
board, "All Men meet in Room 11 at Noon." We
met, and there we listened to the inspiring words of
that silver-tongued orator, our captain, with hearts beating high and
blood coursing wild. Then in a breath we were out on South Field,
spurning the ground with our cleated shoes and fondly embracing it
with the other parts of our anatomies.
A large freshman class gave us a welcome increase in available
material, and the return to school of the star tackle of the 1908 team
still further strengthened us. After hard work a team was developed
which was a credit to the school and to every man who played. The
outlook for next fall is decidedly pleasant, as many of the players
will return to school.
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Summary of Games.
September 26. Normal 10; Rockland 0.
The first game gave promise of a successful season. Normal had
no trouble in scoring two touchdowns and gave no less than seventeen
men a tryout in the game.
September 30. Normal 10; Abington High School 0.
Again we forced the pigskin twice across our opponent's goal line.
The need of a kicker was apparent, as both goals from touchdowns
were missed. Normal's great loss was Early's injury, which crippled
him,for the remainder of the season.
October 2. Normal 5; Boston Latin 9.
Normal was greatly outweighed and was hardly expected to score,
but Flavell recovered the ball on a fumble and rushed around the end
for a touchdown. Latin made the only successful drop-kick seen on
the South Field this year.
October 9. Normal 11; Taunton 5.
We fumbled on Taunton's five yard line where the ball was recov-
ered by Taunton and carried the length of the field for a touch-
down. Normal came back hard in the second half and scored twice.
October 16. Normal 0; Fall River 17.
Normal put upon the field a team of cripples who could do nothing
against Fall River's heavy backs. Twice the ball was pushed over by
sheer weight and again by a cleverly executed forward pass.
October 22. Normal 0; Brockton 0.
Brockton came down confident of victory this year, but could not
score against our crippled team. The game was a punting duel
between Casey, Brockton's star full back, and quarter back McKinnon,
with the odds decidedly in favor of the latter. The most spectacular
feature was Lincoln's forty yard run in the open field.
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October 30. Normal 6; Storrs Agricultural School 21.
This trip to Connecticut was the first football trip taken by the
team for many years. Storrs had a heavy, fast team which scored
three touchdowns. Houghton scored Normal's touchdown on a blocked
punt. Normal scored again, but the touchdown was ruled illegal by
the referee.
The Line Up.
Backs, -McEvoy, '11; Early, '11; Hayes, '12; Flavell, '13.
Quarter backs,—McKinnon, '12; O'Brien, '13.
Centers, —Churchill, '13; Spooner, '10.
Guards,— Darling, '12; Chapman, '10; Clarke, '10.
Tackles, -Fox, '10, (capt); Houghton, '10.
Ends, -Swift, '13; Bentley, 10; Dunn, '12.
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Basketball.
\X7HEN the graduation of 1909 took from the school four
of the first team men, the "wise ones" shook their
heads and declared that it would be utterly impossible
to develop a respectable team for the next season.
But they had forgotten to take into consideration that
never-failing Normal quality of rising to the occasion.
When Captain Lincoln issued his first call, nearly thirty men presented
themselves at the gymnasium, and after some hard preliminary prac-
tice, a team was developed which not only kept former records clear,
but also played some of the fastest games ever seen on the Normal
floor.
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The defence of the team was especially strong, as is shown by the
fact that in only one game were its opponents able to score more than
thirty points, while in most cases the visitors were held to less than
twenty. Many of the games were close and fast, affording great excit-
ment, as they were not decided until the last whistle blew.
Four games were lost, the hardest defeat being sustained from
Brockton Y. M. C. A., who won by the narrow margin of thirteen
points. In this game, as well as in the second Taunton game, Normal
was unable to put her best team on the floor, because of injuries to the
regular players.
The second team also did well, winning seven games out of twelve
games played. Some of the players did exceptionally fine work, and
will no doubt be seen among the players of the first team in the near
future.
Outside of the Brockton game, our second annual contest with the
Alumni was the most interesting this year. The Alumni lineup pre-
sented nothing less than the crack '07 team, man for man. The game
was close and hotly contested, but Normal was finally victorious by the
narrow margin of seven points.
Another feature of the season were the various interclass games,
from which Class D emerged the undisputed champions of the school.
These games proved a great help in developing material for the second
team.
Both players and management wish to take this opportunity to ex-
press to both the public and the student body their hearty apprecia-
tion of the support and loyalty shown throughout the season.
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Summary of the Seasons 1909 and 1910.
Normal
vs. 1909. 1910.
Alumni, 43-32 27-20 (Mar. 5)
Boston Latin, 25-271
Boston University, 36-13 (Feb. 19)
Boston Y. M. C. A., 23-291 (Mar. 11)
Brown 2d, 53-36 22-271 (Feb. 12)
Brown Soph., 24-20
Brockton Y. M. C. A., 15-331 13-27t
Brockton Five, 42-14 (Dec. 12)
Brockton Independents, 50-15
Cashing Academy, 12-38t
Darfee Textile, 41-19 (Feb. 5)
Fall River Independents, 24-17 (Feb. 26)
Harvard Independents, 31-41t
Harvard 2d, 70-36 (Dec. 18)
Middleboro A. A., 24-15 (Jan. 8)
Tech. Five, 65- 2 (Jan. 15)
Tech. 2d, 62-18
Newton Y. M. C. A., 24-16
Provincetown, 29-10
Quincy Y. M. C. A., 59-25 47-20 (Jan. 29)
Rindge Manual, 30-32t
Rockland Y. M. C, 125- 7
Taunton Y. M. C. A., 42-16 2-0 forf'd (Jan. 22)
< < a 18-211 (Feb. 22)
Tufts Medical, 73-32
tDefeated. 790-448 454-260
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Summary of Second Team.
Normal
vs.
Abington H. S., 31-27
Abington H. S., 10-27t
Alpine A. A., 19-17
Middleboro A. A. 2d, 14-29t
Middleboro A. A. 2d, 36-12
Milton H. S., 16- 6
Rockland H. S., 9-43t
Rockland H. S., 15-12
Towanda Club (Taunton), 16-201
Towanda Club (Taunton), 24-27t
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Baseball.
N the spring time, when the warm sun begins to start
the sap in the trees and flowers, there is a germ
awakened in every man's blood which can only be
cured by the great American game— baseball. The
early spring was no sooner here than balls and gloves
were dug out of their winter hiding places, and the baseball season
was on.
As the season is not yet finished, we cannot give the complete
record of the year's work; but as far as the results show we have a
team which is well sustaining the reputation of Normal on the diamond.
The team has been somewhat handicapped by the fact that Captain
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Lane cannot be present except at the games, as he is away teaching.
In his absence, his place is filled by Early, who has worked hard to
develop the team and keep it in the best shape.
The great problem this year was the development of a reliable box
man. Hayes, who has been playing in the infield for two years, and
Swift, a freshman, have both been doing excellent work, and alternate
at the slab. Other new regulars this year are Dunn, McKinnon, and
Gill; while as substitutes Clarke, Blake, Young, and O'Brien are much
in evidence. Altogether we not only expect a successful season this
year, but we hope to lay a firm foundation for coming seasons.
The Line-Up.
Captain, —Lester M. Lane.
Manager, —William H. Chapman.
Assistant Manager, —Arthur C. Jones.
Battery, —Hayes, Swift, McEvoy, O'Brien.
Infielders,— Lane, Dunn, Early, McKinnon, Lincoln.
Outfielders, —Gill, Spooner, Young, Clarke, Blake.
Schedule of Games.
B. N. s. OPPONENTS.
April 19. Abington High School 7 4
23. All Collegiate (Rockland) 13 21
30. Rockland High School 14 14 (16 innings)
May 4. Whitman High School 22 4
14. Boston University 8 9 (14 innings)
25. Middleboro High School
28. Weymouth High School
30. Rockland High School
June 4. Brockton High School
10. Brockton at Brockton
11. Boston College
18. Alumni
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" If I Were to Go to Normal Now, What
Would I Do Differently? "
The Offering asked this question of a number of graduates
of this school. Their replies are printed below.
When the request came for an answer
to the question, obedient to the conven-
tional and expected line of moralization,
my mind looked for feelings of regret
that the levity and irresponsibility of
youth had led to the neglect of oppor-
tunities for mental improvement, and to
the too frequent embracing of oppor-
tunities for entering into more or less
graceless pranks.
But as I looked back, expecting to
moralize thus solemnly, instead I found
myself smiling broadly, and in the end
wondering who there is who ever gradu-
ated from Bridgewater, no matter how
long he has had since his graduation to
become mature and dignified, who
wouldn't now smile shamelessly and
without regret, at the memory of the
Derby hats that sat jauntily on the
heads of Caesar, Plato and Socrates,
where they stood in solemn state above
the book case, as we filed into class one
morning. Or at the memory of the
horrified expression and frantic efforts
of " Sammie Slippers," as, starting up
the stairs one night on his silent rounds,
he attempted to intercept the big black
sphere ' ' borrowed ' ' from the Astron-
omy room, which came bounding down
the stairs to meet him, dragging and
jerking along in its wake a couple of
the tin measures from the Arithmetic
room; while we all ran out to see what
disturbed the sacred hour of silent
study.
I think not a little of this mirth and
freedom from remorse, however, arises
from the memory that sooner or later
"our father" evened up with us most
neatly for all, and almost always with
some balance in his favor; and that he
knew that there were none among us
worthy the name of "Normals" who
didn't have too much regard for him to
be disloyal to him, or dishonorable in
the school. And as for "wasted oppor-
tunity for acquisition of learning"—
which one of the Faculty ever left us
even a little chance for that?
But as I look back at the splendid
things Bridgewater did for me, which I
have found like an exhaustless bank-
account serving my needs at every
turn, two mistakes that I made have
caused me very far reaching depriva-
tion. I made the mistakes of going
home for each week end, and I did not
graduate with my own class. To a
student these will seem small mistakes,
and the first no mistake. I believe
them both very grave ones.
By spending the week end at home, I
worked with the School, but I did not
play with it.
In changing at the end of my first
year and taking during the next two
years, work with both the two years
class and the graduating four years
class, in order to get the more advanced
sciences, I graduated without a class of
my own.
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It may seem as if to a grave question
I have given a trivial answer. I assure
you, it is not so. If you need convinc-
ing, ask any man whom you respect and
honor, in what proportion the actual ac-
quisition of the class rooms— and the
association with the instructors and fel-
low students in other ways—enriched
and touched all his successful life. And
ask any man who is without "Alma
Mater" and "class" traditions, which
he regrets most of the above.
Harriet Bruce Shaw, '92.
If I were to go to Normal now I can-
not think what I should do differently,
but I am very sure I should think differ-
ently.
When there, I thought that I fully ap-
preciated the life and training. I know
now that I only approximated it.
It was only when I began to measure
the ideals gained there with those of
other cities, states and countries, that
I really began to appreciate my Normal
training.
I have yet to become acquainted with
a school or college where the moral and
intellectual life has reached a higher
standard than that raised by the faculty
of the Bridgewater Normal School.
Since graduating, I have studied
abroad and in this country. I have re-
ceived many a mental shock from con-
tact with lower ideals of life and work
than those taught at Bridgewater, and
I have never been in contact with any
higher or finer ones.
In reviewing all the courses of study
pursued, holding them up to the light of
careful scrutiny, and comparing both
their utilitarian and their ethical value
with those followed at Bridgewater, I
know that I could afford to do without
any of the others rather than give up
the Normal course.
I might have gained the whole world
—elsewhere—but I should have lost my
own soul, many times over, without the
Bridgewater Normal training.
Ella M. Snow, '90.
The Rev. Edward Cummings says the
clock does not say "tick, tock," but
'
' pick quick. ' ' Had I been able to more
wisely pick quick from what Old Bridge-
water offered to me, I should have
worked for:
1. Stronger habits of concentrated
work and play. The chances for regu-
larity at Bridgewater did away with the
necessity of that penicious habit—cram-
ming. I'd work while I worked, and
enjoy more my play when I played.
2. A better insight into my own
needs, intellectual or otherwise, and
their possible remedy. Criticism, in the
spirit it was always given at Normal,
was to help us know ourselves— to see
ourselves as others see us. Every weak-
ness overcome is so much more power
in life. In my Normal days, I could
sometimes take criticism. Now I'd not
only welcome it when offered, but ask
for it.
3. I should seek to know more of life
through others. Time and experience
have taught me that seldom is it one's
privilege to know such earnest teachers,
to meet daily such souls as Miss Home,
"Mr. Arthur" and "Mr. A. G."
A. R. Winter, '97.
My reply is, do everything more in-
tensely; work harder, play harder,
enter more thoroughly into the life of
the school, of the teachers, of the stu-
dents, and of the townspeople; be more
inquisitive, more skeptical, provoke
more discussions, and talk more. Then
after leaving Normal I would go to
College instead of taking "teachers'
courses."
Perhaps the inquisitiveness, skepti-
cism, and discussions need a little ex-
planation. These seem to me to be the
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best means of "getting at the other
fellow's opinions," a factor that goes a
long way in teaching and in discipline.
So, as I said at the beginning, the
main difference I would make would be
in intensity—intensity of work, play,-
and most of all of purpose.
Arthur A. Lincoln, '88.
I would be slower in judging others-
would learn to accept and treat all as
individuals, and not separate so sharply
those, supposedly of "my class " and
" congenial to me," from the others.
I would endeavor to mind my own
business in my thinking, as well as in
my actions.
I would be careful not to borrow
money, notebooks, etc. ; the habit is so
much more easily formed than gotten
rid of.
If necessary I would learn to say
quietly "I don't know" rather than
give frequent excuses for work not
done, or than to use others' work as an
aid.
The tendency to complain about the
unreasonable amount of work expected
by the instructors, about the rules,
about the food and all the thousand
other things, I would stifle. It is
another habit hard to rid oneself of,
later on. If I felt that I must express
myself on these points I would go to the
source of authority in each case, and
have it out in a sensible, honest way.
I would learn to accept adverse criti-
cism gracefully and to weigh it thought-
fully, even though it seemed undeserved
—because nowhere else, perhaps, will it
be so honestly and impersonally given.
In the "outside world" most people
will give others their uncomplimentary
opinion of one's weakness.
Maude M. Browne, '01.
1. Avail myself more frequently of
the opportunities offered for association
with my teachers outside of school
hours. Chances for acquaintance and
friendship with those who are so far
ahead of us in life's experience, and yet
so near us in feeling and in common as-
sociation, and so ready to give us per-
sonal interest, come rarely after school
years.
2. Ask advice of any teacher in
whose class I found myself discouraged
or out of sympathy for any length of
time, rather than "keep to myself," or
talk to my classmates in a spirit of crit-
icism. This would be a saving of time
and energy, both for myself and for the
teacher, and for others who might be
influenced by my attitude.
3. Set aside more time for sociabil-
ity, —that is, for association with other
people, simply for the sake of giving
and getting companionship. The habit
of social intercourse opens the way for
many contacts which we cannot afford
to miss. It tends toward adaptability
and tolerance.
4. Keep up associations outside of
school life; because this will make the
necessary adjustment to the larger life
easier, and because to narrow one's in-
terests too early is a hindrance to sym-
metrical growth.
5. Give to other people, especially
the home friends, the same interested
inquiry and attention with regard to
their affairs, that I crave for myself.
6. Give more time and thought to
personal appearance, and to the order
and decoration of my room.
7. Cultivate a habit of punctuality.
8. Read and memorize more.
Louise M. Fisher, '98.
The one great advantage the smaller
college has over the larger is the oppor-
tunity it gives to its students to become
acquainted with the teaching staff, to
know them as friends, to understand
their method of work, and above all
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else, to feel intimately their personali-
ties. The normal school has this same
advantage. In it the classes are small,
the work is focused to the same end,
and the method of work favors acquain-
tance between teacher and student.
So in reply to the question "If you
were to go to Normal now, what would
you differently? " my answer is: I
would strive to know the instructors
better; I would make a conscious en-
deavor to understand the power of
magnetism, of influence, of leadership
in those who possess these qualities.
Just a personal word with an instructor
after class might many times put the
work on a sympathetic basis, might
convert it from the instructor-instructee
to the co-operative plan.
Bridgewater has a faculty of leaders.
We have all been stimulated to better
and stronger work by their influence.
My plea is that the students meet this
inspiration half way and so augment its
power.
Sumner W. Cushing.
I would consider my Normal School
training a business proposition in which
•B. N. S. was the seller, and I the pur-
chaser. Nor should I permit any such
considerations as a possible discontent
with the other buyers, my lodgings, or
the sellers, or any personal sentiment,
to prevent me from realizing the prim-
ary importance of acquiring my train-
ing and its future value. Let me
emphasize to myself daily, ' ' I am here
solely to learn to teach! " and challenge
all else as a help or hindrance to that
end.
I would provide myself with a graded
course of study, such as is published by
many cities for the use of their teachers.
Frequent comparisons with my daily
work would enable me to find just what
should receive the most emphasis, and
would also give me an excellent idea of
my future professional duties.
I would study the teaching of my
teachers. Seeing its effect upon myself,
I should aim to discover by what means
the result was obtained; endeavor to
incorporate into my teaching those
devices which my teachers used success-
fully, and into my character those traits
which I found made them loved and ad-
mired. I would just as diligently seek
to avoid those characteristics which re-
sulted iu an unpleasant personality and
less effective work.
I would get a more thorough know-
ledge of discipline, studying at every
opportunity the good and bad habits
seen in a school room; the essentials of
an orderly room; the effect of time,
heat, light, sound, environment, kind of
work, etc., upon order; causes of dis-
order; punishment and correction; the
effect of inquiry, disbelief, reproach,
scorn, ridicule, sarcasm, silence, sur-
prise, vehemence, threat, affectionate
consideration, leniency, formality, and
other attitudes of the teacher toward
misdemeanor; the influence of the habits
and mannerisms of the teacher, and
other things of like importance.
I would become personally acquainted
with several children of different ages
that I might know them as friends and
learn their ways.
Irene Sylvia (Hersey), '05.
I well remember the impression made
upon me when I entered the Normal
school— a wonderful new world of lofty
ideals, presided over by superior beings,
teachers that inspired awe and admira-
tion to an almost painful degree, as
every Junior will admit after his first
attempt at a "presentation" exercise.
My attitude would be far different
now, in that I should try to realize at
once that the teacher was there to help
the student in all possible ways. I
should be free to ask more questions; to
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get lists of books in every study for va-
cation use; to explore the school library
more thoroughly, instead of the town
library. I should try to be punctilious
in observing every jot and tittle of the
written and unwritten law.
Lack of space forbids telling more;
but I cannot stop short without testify-
ing to the vital help to me at the time,
and in the years since, from Mr. Mur-
dock's teaching in physiology and hy-
giene.
Nanette Young Shaw, '94.
There is nothing in my preparation
for teaching that has been more re-
gretted by me than that I was not more
careful in my use of English while I
was a student at Bridgewater.
As soon as I began to teach I realized
how important it is that a teacher have
not only the rules of grammar and
rhetoric perfectly learned, by which she
may correct compositions and themes,
but that she have also the ability to
converse easily and correctly. Later I
noticed that many excellent teachers
used, both in their class rooms and in
general conversation outside, very poor
English.
It is true that the subject of English
was not emphasized so much twenty
years ago as it now is, so possibly the
students of to-day at the Normal School
use better English than did we of an
earlier day. It is not to the English of
the class room that I refer, but to that of
the street, the campus, and the dormi-
tory. In the class room we said as little
as possible, but there was no lack of
speech when the lessons with the teach-
ers were finished. As I look back to
those days I cannot see that any decided
attempt was made towards correct
speaking.
The value of an habitually correct use
of English cannot be overestimated in
one's preparation for teaching and this
can be gained by practice.
Hence, if I were again a student at
Normal, I should eschew all slang and
other colloquial expressions; be very
observant of the language of good
writers and speakers; take great care
in the construction of sentences and in
the pronunciation of words, correcting
audibly when mistakes occurred; indeed
I should be exceedingly critical of my
own speech and kindly critical of that
of others.
Etta L. Chapman, '90.
A person enters Normal with the de-
termination of joining the profession of
teaching. But how few attempt to in-
gratiate themselves with the spirit of
their chosen work! The first year's ex-
perience suggests the differences be-
tween Normal students and enthusiastic
teachers continually seeking ideals and
ideas.
If we could but cultivate this profes-
sional spirit during our school course;
absorb with the purpose of retaining;
consider ourselves as teachers from the
first recitation at Normal; be stimulated
with the same zeal that is found in other
professions,—the results of the course
would be of untold value. No sooner
would we part with our knowledge than
a lawyer his Blackstone, a surgeon his
instruments. Avoiding the prevailing
bromidic tendencies, we should find our-
selves what we longed to be on receiv-
ing our diplomas—teachers.
M. Cora M. Miner, '05.
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The Message of the Stars.
A H ! who can look up at the sky,
'*•*' When stars are shining bright,
And say, ' ' There is no God on High,
No Guardian of the night ' ' ?
Oh, stars that twinkle up above,
You touch Man's inmost heart,
You teach him reverence and love,
From evil to depart.
Shine on in glory from the sky !
Forever do his will
!
And may your beauty catch each eye,
That every heart may thrill.
A. Rubena Lane.
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A Christmas Tree.
NE Christmas eve, years ago, a little boy twelve years
old was wandering over a snow-covered hill. It was
a clear night, and the sky was studded with myriads
of stars. The little boy stopped and looked about
him. Far over the fields stretched the white mantle
of the snow, while here and there a green pine tree shot upward,
straight and slim.
On his way home he could not help thinking of the beautiful picture
he had seen, and the thought came to him: "How shall I explain the
pretty sight to mother? How shall I make her understand? "
He ran into the house, His face beaming, and cried out, "Oh,
mamma, I've seen the prettiest sight in the world to-night. I wish you
could have seen it! "
"What was it, dear? " askedhis mother.
"Oh, I know what I can do! You wait and see," he said; and out
he ran again into the night.
He went over to the hill, and brought in a young pine tree and set
it up. Then he found some candles. He put them high up on the
branches of the pine tree, and lighted them. The space beneath the
tree he covered thickly with white paper, to look like the snow.
When all was finished, he called his mother in.
"Oh, how beautiful! " she exclaimed.
The little boy said: "Mamma, this is our Christmas tree. This
tree is a picture of the world as I have seen it this night beneath the
stars." G. F. R.
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Lullaby.
OlEEP, little Flutterby-Butterfly-Dear,
*-' Fold thy two frail little fluttering wings;
The daylight is gone and the night will be dark, —
Sleep while the Mother-Love crooningly sings.
The Father-Dear hunts the wild doe and the bear,
And tracks the fierce she-wolf that howls by her lair;
But they will not touch thee—have nothing to fear—
Sleep, little Flutterby-Butterfly-Dear.
The forests are wide and grey-grim in the dark;
The paths are unseen, and the lost hunters stray;
The storm breaks its fetters in fury at last,
And the light in the window is soon blown away.
But thou are all safe, dear, and peaceful and warm—
The Mother-Love keeps thee from all dreaded harm;
Yet oh! that the Father-Dear rested him here!
But sleep, little Flutterby-Butterfly-Dear!
I know that the day will bring sunshine and light,
I feel that thy Father-Dear no more will roam;
Our longing will bring him, with Love as his guide, —
I know that his heart will come bringing him home.
Lo, thy wings will unfold and off thou wilt fly,
Soaring high over meadows beneath a fair sky. . . .
Oh, well that the dawn must swiftly appear!
Oh sleep, little Flutterby-Butterfly-Dear!
Helen A. Murphy.
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J HERE was a little oyster, once,
^ Who lived down by the sea,
And, Oh, he was so happy there,
e) As happy as could be!
Until a cruel oyster-man
Came sailing by one day-
He caught the oyster in his net,
And took him far away.
The little oyster cried and cried,
He felt so awfully blue.
They took him up to Normal School,
To make an oyster stew;
And when the water bubbled hot,
And he was opened wide,
A wondrous sight their eyes beheld—
There was a pearl inside.
The moral of this little tale
We now proceed to tell:
True value never can be shown
By just the outside shell.
So when you read this little book,
To which we point with pride,
Don't judge by just the printed page,
But seek the pearls inside!
E. A. L.
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Learning to Write.
'
' One two three four five ;
Six seven eight nine ten:
Feet flat, feet flat, feet flat;
Be careful how you hold your pen.
Wrist free, wrist free, wrist free,
Hold your papers just this way ' '—
Bridgewater students are learning to
write,
Mr. Doner is here to-day.
Like myriad hens a-scratching,
Like the cry of a coarse brush broom,
Like a tree 'neath the claws of a
kitten,
The sounds that invade the room, —
"Round round; round round; round
round;
Two spaces, now make it one;
Try lesson one hundred and twenty;
The alphabet when that is done. "
In the years to come when they're
teaching
Rebellious young hands to obey,
'Tis then they'll recall Mr. Doner




''What is the instrument for
measuring lung capacity? "
Miss Hunt:— ' ' The gasometer. '
'
4 Co/ortiQ/ /ntcr/or




I'd wed in any season!
It can't, alas,
Come to pass-
Apparent is the reason.
The Inventory of a West
Wingite.
Upon the demand of Mr.
Gu-ey to take an inventory of
one's personal affects prior to a
bookkeeping course, this list was
compiled:
A pair of dice.
A nose guard.
One pair of football shoes.




One pkg. of " makings/
'
An odd stocking.
A bunch of keys.
Supply of excuses.
Possibility of State Aid.
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Fire! Hay-y-y-y!
3f;}'!)!' -* it
Oh, joy! A real one at last!
Teacher, to pupil who has already suspended a hollow iron globe to
the arm of a balance:—" Now exhaust the air from the globe."
Pupil, dazed, making a wild grab for a geographical globe near by:
— "I— I haven't had physics before."
"The boy who was ill is better. " Congratulations from the Junior
English classes.
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Suggestion for Morning
Gymnastics.




Rat about bend! Forward
bend!
Rear wisp, upward lift!
Left side upward brush!
Right side upward brush!
Locks to the left turn!
To the right, turn!







" We assume that the ranks of
Class D ' ' begin to become inter-
esting—Do they not ?
The wreck of the Mayflower.
Teacher, to class:— "How long
can a goose stand on one leg. '
'
Pupil:— " I— I don't know.
Teacher:— "Try it and see."
The Football Hero.















P pounces on him,
Q quarters him,
R rough-houses him,—
S stands back from him,
U unlaces him,
V ventilates him,
W works over him,
X, Yt Z, & Ampersand,

















(Above photograph suppressed at last moment.—Ed.)
Mr. Boyden:— " Do you think that a teacher is like a tree? "
Miss Walters:— ''Why, yes; mentally, not physically.' '
N. B.—Wooden, perhaps.
Miss D-ck-ns-n:— " You may parse the word 'fools.' "
Mr. M-k-nn-n:— " Fools; masculine gender— "
Miss D-ck-ns-n:— "Thank you; for this side of the room, I thank
you.
To A Waterfall.
Whither, 'midst coming style
Wilt thou find thine abode,
And remove from tired heads
This awful turban load!
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My Teacher.
My teacher isn't old, nor she
Ain't ugly, like my father's uster be—
She's got a great big pompadour
With crinkly waves (No swell hair store
Can make that kind— a rainy day
Has never taken the fluff away.)
Her eyes are bright, and smiley too
Most gen 'rally, tho' they see right thru
Any meanness you're tryin' to do;
And how you feel, for they don't look
mad,
But sort of frozen up and sad.
And when she laughs, her teeth's so
white
!
(I use my tooth brush every night
And morning too, for she says, she
Likes us all to be clean's kin be;
And washings, outside and in, prevent
The sickness that makes us abersent.
)
She's diffrunt from some, she doesn't
wear
The same old dress, 's if she didn't care;
My aunty says, 'tuster be the rule
That any old thing was good enough for
school
When she was young. But she hasn't
seen
My teacher. She's like a queen
In her clean white waist, and short
skirt
That never hangs down behind in the
dirt,
Nor hunches up in the front like some.
She always looks 's if company could
come
Most any time.
It's not only clo's
But the lot of interestin' thing she
knows,
That makes her not like the ones father
had,
When he went to school, a little lad-
All kinds of birds and where they build,
With what kind of stones the brook is
filled-
The queer ways the Spaniards have to
farm—
And how the diffrunt bones of our arm
Are joined together. " Books are full
Of things like these," she says. Dull
And dead and dry, I always thot—
Now I go to the lib'ry an awful lot.
Father says some criticise and say
They don't teach 'rithmetic the same
old way,
But he says, he never did see
Clear thru P'centage quick as me,
And he guesses the ones who make the
fuss
Haven't any children happy like us.
Tho taxes are big, he'd vote today
To raise the new kind of teacher's pay.
Maud M. Browne, '01.
"What shall I do! " cried Senior Sue,
" My new spring hat's a gorner!
There's a horrid cyclone coming up
From the lower left-hand corner! "
Greetings.
" Hawaii, Mrs. Sippy? "
"Chile, Miss Ouri."
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"Report to Room 23."
It is rumored that the Faculty will be allowed to try for parts in
the Shakespeare play next year. Without confirming or denying the
truth of this report, the Offering ventures to guess what might have
happened this year.
ANTONIO, MR. SHAW
" In sooth, I know not why I am so sad;




. . . if thou tak'st more
Or less than just a pound, be it but so much
As makes it light or heavy in the substance
Of the division of the twentieth part
Of one poor scruple, nay, if the scale do turn
But in the estimation of a hair,
Thoudiest . . .
"When shall we laugh? Say, when? "
BASSANIO, MR. SINNOTT
" Plucking the grass, to know where sits the wind,
Peering in maps for ports and piers and roads . . "
PORTIA, MISS OSTERHOUDT
"
. . . . and her sunny locks
Hang on her temples like a golden fleece."
NERISSA, MISS GORDON
'
' Scorn running with thy heels. '
'
-
' You shall perceive them make a mutual stand . . '
GRATIANO, .. . '. . . MR. A. C. BOYDEN
" I pray you give me leave to go from hence;
I am not well . . . . "
'
' I will not fail you. '
'
LORENZO, MR. HUNT
" Now, by this hand, I gave it to a youth—
A kind of boy; a little scrubbed boy ... "
JESSICA, MISS WHEELER
" I would detain you here some month or two. "
LAUNCELOT, MR. GURNEY
" Three months from twelve—then let me see the rate."
'
' ... Look how the floor of heaven
Is thick inlaid with patines of bright gold.
"
OLD GOBBO, MR. A. G. BOYDEN
'
' There are some shrewd contents in yon same paper. '
'
"I will try confusions with him."
" Good sentences, and well pronounced."
PRINCE OF MOROCCO,
. . . . .
MR. MOORE




. . . .
BRADDY
"Whiles we shut the gates upon one wooer, another knocks at the door.
"
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" S-SSH! "
I
went into the dining hall,
I didn't see no one at all;
I talked, but oh! so quietly,
But Daddy, he say "S-ssh!" tome!
When to dinner I did go,
(Out with the maids I go, you know)
Soon Bessie came and said for me
To make less noise, and drink my tea,
And Bessie, she say " S-ssh! " to me.
Then I went to the kitchen hot,
I was happy 'n' I laughed a lot,
'n the big fat cook said "S-ssh, be
still!"
The soup I had I most did spill,
To think the cook said "S-ssh!" to
me!
That afternoon, out by the sea,
I sat as lonesome as could be;
It was so still I most did cry,
—
And did, when a big white wave came
by,
For even the wave said "S-ssh!" to
me.
I went upstairs, 'twas late at night,
All in the dark— I had no light,—
And as I went the doors did creak,
And somehow they did seem to speak:
"Be still! Be still!" they seemed to
say,—
"You've been a naughty girl to-day!"
The folks one night they had a show,
Bet yer life I had to go!
I sat alone, as quiet's could be,
But some one there said " S-ssh! " to
me.
I think you're mean as you can be!
For everything says ' ' S-ssh! ' ' to me.
E. P.
Mr. Jackson:— "Is there a
Grange in your town, Mr. Stand-
ish?"





You fooled us for a little while,
We should have known it sooner;
You tell us you're a Bachelor!
We know that you're a Spooner.
Astronomy Class.
Professor: "Who has seen a
new constellation? "
Miss : 'I saw O'Brien
last evening, sir."
H2O versus Ink.
The H2O came flying
Thru a little rubber hose,
It struck a great big B boy,
And washed his haughty nose.
Then a boy sent another dose,
Which soaked the B boy's clothes.
With righteous indignation—
Yes, more than that I think,—
The B boy dosed the A boy
With a bottle filled with ink.
There is a little moral
Which fits here very well:
'Tis— To be a happy A boy
You must treat a B boy well.




Mr. Sinnott: ''In the case of this river, what do you suppose
lowered its grade, Miss X. ? "
MissX. (dreaming): " Inattention, I suppose.
'
'




The Point of View.
I.
There was a college man who came
To Normal School one day;
He looked around, unpacked his trunk,
And said, "I think I'll stay.
Four weary years I've had to plug
Without a lady near,
Without a single girl to hug;
But—Gee—just see them here! "
II.
A Normal man to college went
Upon the selfsame day,
He looked around, and then he said,
"I'll never go away.
At Normal I was not content
Amid the social whirl;
This college must be heaven-sent,
There's not a single girl! "
"The moon shines bright; on such a
night as this "—
We plugged.
Miss Dickinson:— "What is
home without a preposition?"
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The Normal Primer.
I. The South Piazza.
see, Junior! This is the South Piazza. No, You must Not sit on
it. If you do, you will be Shooed Off. You will be Given the Hook.
The Denizens of West Wing will give you the Hook. Does the South
Piazza Belong to the Denizens of West Wing? No, it does Not; but
They Think it Does, which is just the same to Them.
II. The Model Village.
Is this a Great City? No, this is not a great city. It is Bridge-
water. The Inhabitants think it is a Model Village. The inhabitants
think They are Model Inhabitants. They are lots of Fun. They are
Sober, Industrious, God-fearing people. We think they might well be.
III. The Class D Man.
What is that Verdant Thing which passes? It is a Class D man.
Is it good to Eat? No, it is Not Good to eat while it is Raw and Green.
Then it must be a kind of Cabbage Head or Lobster. Both perhaps.
IV. The Speaker.
Why is the Class D man all Dressed Up? He is dressed up because
it is Up to Him to Speak on the Platform in Chapel. His Looks are
Melancholy and Worried because he is Not Sure of his Spiel. He may
Flunk Up and Break Down, and we shall Laugh. The Class D man
will Not Laugh because he will Not see the Joke. If We were in his
Place we would not Laugh so Loudly.
V. The Campus Pond.
See the Nice, Cool, Dark Water. This is the Campus Pond. Is it
not Inviting? This is where the Denizens of West Wing, and Tadpoles,
and Lizards, and other Reptiles go swimming. No, I should not Advise
you to jump in. You may get Stuck in the Mud, and the Mud will
certainly get Stuck on You.
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"The play was presented effectively.
"
Junior III begins with a Paine, but it ends All. Wright. —
Junior Class Philosopher.
School gardening—She that goeth forth and weepeth, bearing
precious seed.
Of all sad words of tongue or pen,
The saddest are these:— "I've flunked again! "
Miss H-ll:— "I would change it from slide up the catch to slide the
catch up. '
'
Miss D-ck-ns-n:— "Oh, no, Miss H-ll! It isn't polite to slide the
ketchup; you must always pass it. '
'
State Inspector:— "Why are these fire escapes so worn?
"
Matron:— "The boys come to breakfast by them. They prefer
them to the trunk line. '
'
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The Editorial Job.
LOWLY, tearfully, one by one,
To the Offering Oyster Bed
Come^the little Jokes, the little wee jokes,
The pale, lame, sorrowful wearying jokes,
The Offering's daily bread.
And the Offering Board stands meekly by
And watches these jokes come in
To the old, dry bed, to the small, gray bed,
To the dear, still Offering Oyster Bed
Where their brightest hopes had been.
And they read the jokelets one by one
As you may read them now,
And they give each poor, wan, fainting joke
A loving, awakening, freshening poke,
And they laugh—just to show you how.
E. J.
[Drawn by B. A. B
.)
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For Sale— Choice assortment of
Back aches and Blistered hands.
Apply at once.
Student Gardeners.
For Sale— "Slim pills for fat
people." R. R.
For Sale— 1910 Math papers. A
few results correct.
1910 Math Classes.To Let—All sorts of superfine Smells
at reasonable rates. Sample de-
monstrations daily.
Chem. Sharks, Room 28.
Wanted—A tennis net in East
Wing.
Wanted—A smile from the Most
Popular Young Lady.
All the Boys.
Wanted—By most of the Juniors,
Some of that sense which Miss
Prince calls "Uncommon."
Lost—Our only sleighride. Finder
please return and receive Large
Reward. Kappa Delta Phi.
Music! !—All sorts of compositions
rendered artistically according to
the latest Paris models. Service at
Inventors !—Large fortune for the
man who will invent non-capsizable
canoe. H. B. Bl - ke.
all hours of the day and night. Try
us once and you will come again,
West Wing Concert Band.
Wanted—A man at Miss Bennett's
table.
Wanted—A spoon-holder.
Wanted—More corners to the Re-
ception Hall and South Piazza.FOr Sale—Coronet braid by the
yard V. L. M.
Wanted—Permission to edit the Lost—My last needle. Reward.
curriculum.
\
Undergraduate Body. Situations Wanted—Male Man-
icuring. Long continued practice.
Satisfaction guaranteed.Wanted—A I R. Apply to L - ne.
THE KNOWLEDGE INN.
Try our nourishing dinner. Cooked on a mountain range. Served in the topical
method by train waiters, on multiplication tables. Free to all who intend to teach in
Massachusetts. Quick service. No fussing by our Carvers.
OUTLINE OF DINNER.
Garden Steaks Smoked Tongue, a la West Wing Mary's Lamb
Duck Fanny Fancy Hamburg Scallops Brockton Game, raw, raw, raw
Batter, with injured Cocoa Shakespearean roles, with capers
Corn raised on our Dear-foot farm
Condensed extracts of Bacon Memory Gems, Brown bred
Dead Beets, with unpaid Offering subscriptions
Earth's Crust, with Ocean Currents Capital T Dough kneaded by the Offering
Fritters, cooked by our experienced D Class fritterers
Chestnut Joke Crackers, roasted Ice Cream au fudge
7T
Scream Puffs, frizzled, with French dressing
Pomegranates, discovered on Geology Trip Sweet Massachusetts Peaches, selected
Prunes, Lemons, and Damsons (from all Classes)
Pears with Dates (until 7.30 p. m. only) Lady Fingers pressed and Molasses Kisses
River Beds for those desiring to stop over night.
Blowpipes for those wishing to smoke.
Mushrooms reserved for parties inclined to mush. Such parties are not permitted
in any other part of the the house.
TRY US! TRY US! TRY US! TRY US! TRY US!
Don't go elsewhere to be robbed. Walk in here!
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N. R. REED,
24 WINTHROP ST., TAUNTON, MASS.
We want to show you the largest and most complete
assortment of House Furnishings in Bristol County.
——— MAY WE ?—__
Three very strong talking points in our favor: All Goods Marked In
Plain Figuros; One Low Cash Price To All; On A Side
Street Out Of The High Rent District.









CENTRAL SQ., - BRIDGEWATER.
It's the Place. Try it.
H. <2>. Xockc,
flPen's Clothier ano jfutntsbet.
Cleaning, Pressing, and Repairing of
Men's Clothing at Reasonable Prices
%oob fox TLbc iSlectric Sign.
23 Central Square, Brifcgewater.
INTRODUCE US TO YOUR FRIENDS.
We make friends every day with prices as low as the lowest and an up to-date
stock of CAMERAS and PHOTO GOODS
Best Results with Blxby Mcto-Hydro for Velox
EASTMAN AGENCY.
Goldthwaite's Photo Dep't.,
99-103 Main Street, - Brockton, Mass.
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i
I The TEACHER'S CO-OPERATIVE
f
ASSOCIATION of New England.
8 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass.
EDWARD W. FICKETT, Proprietor.
Send for Agency Manual.
J
The Twitchell Champlin Co.,
WHOLESALE GROCERS,
AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED
"Hatchet Brand" Canned Fruits
and Vegetables.
Public Institutions Supplied by Car Lot or Less*
THE TWITCHELL CHAMPLIN CO.,
BOSTON, Mass. PORTLAND, Maine.
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COMPLIMENTS
—OF—
D. C. HEATH & CO.,
PUBLISHERS.
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Frederick Wallace Abbott, Ph. D., M. D., LL. D.
(Medical Consultations Held, and Medicolegal
Testimony Given, in Any Part of the Country),
AND
Sylvina Apphia Abbott, Sc* D,, 1VL D,, F, SM Sc* L,
(Midwifery and Diseases of Women),
Taunton, Mass.
©fftce Uel. 338=5. Iftesibence Uel. 2362=4
1benn> 2>aniel0 t s>. ©
©eteopatbtc lpb^sician
©ffice Ifoours: 9.30 to 5.
Hlso /IDon,, TMefc., anb Sat. lEvenfngs.
IRestoence, 276 /IDatn St., 10 Ufmes JSuflbfng,
Brockton, /llbass,








Beef, Pork, Lamb, Veal, Ham,
and Tripe.
Fruit, Vegetables, and Canned
Goods.
Bridgewater, Mass.
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Pinkham (EX Smith Company,
Prescription Opticians
Photographic Supplies, Microscopes, Opera, Field
and Marine Glasses, Telescopes, etc.
We guarantee the most satisfactory goods in our line at
Moderate Prices.
TWO 288=290 Boylston St., BOSTON,
STORES 13^ Bromfield St., MASS.
fL <&. fnrier, J- J. *">
(©fftce ^ours
:
S.30 n. m. to 5.30 p. m-
All Kinds of
FINEST





The selection of good taste
is the selection of
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Frederick t. widmer^
Fraternity Jeweler.
LOVING CUPS. MEDALS and BADGES.
PHI BETA KAPPA KEYS.
MAKERS OF THE
"Alpha Gamma Phi," "Kappa Delta Phi," "Lamba Phi,"
"Omega Iota Phi" and "Tau Beta Gamma" society pins.
All mail orders promptly attended to
31 WEST ST, BOSTON.





See our new styles.
C. H. KING.
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For several years we have made
Gymnasium Suits for many Public and
Private Schools. We shall be glad to
send you samples of materials and
quote prices if desired.
R. H. STEARNS & CO.,
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2H TEACHERS' EXCHANGE of Boston
1 20 Boylston Street
Recommends Teachers, Tutors, and
Private Schools
BUYING CLOTHING!
Where you buy your Clothing is a very important matter.
Some stores bank on cheapness, others on quality. Our Excellent Clothing at
our reasonable prices is cheap, and affords the man that wears it pleasure and content-
ment, while a cheap garment at a cheap price is always an expensive proposition and
in the end brings nothing but aggravation and disappointment.
We Sell Clothes of Quality
and if you come to us for your Clothing will give you a good scripture measure of
Value, charge you very moderate prices, and assure you that peace of mind that
always goes with just right Clothing.
HOWARD & CALDWELL,
134 to 144 Main Street, BROCKTON, MASS.
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Established 1890. Incorporated 1904.
Eastern Teacher's Agency
MISS E. F. FOSTER, Mgr. MISS T. M. HASTINGS, Asst. Mgr.
50 Bromfield St., Boston
Telephone Main 775=2




GLOVES, MITTS, BATS, BALLS, SHOES,
PROTECTORS, ETC.
Special Prices to Managers.
William Reed & Sons,
BOSTON, MASS.
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BE UP-TO-DATE!
:-: USE :-;
Wa t*rTc SOCIETY AND
BUSINESS
STATIONERY
ARTS and CRAFTS the latest PAPER and
ENVELOPES.
"A LINE A DAY BOOKS" SCRAP BOOKS
POST CARD ALBUMS PHOTO ALBUMS
P & H EXPENSE BOOKS ADDRESS BOOKS
These may be obtained from
O. B. COLE, BRIDGEWATER, MASS.
We Make A Specialty Of
ENGRAVED INVITATIONS, PROGRAMS,
MENUS, VISITING CARDS, ETC.
Samuel Ward Co,,
57-63 FRANKLIN ST., BOSTON.
A. I. SIMMONS & CO.,
leats and
sions.
Canned and 3o!tied Goods.
Fruits, Vegetables, Pickles,
Central Sq., = Bridgewater.
ESTABLISHED 1882. INCORPORATED 1904.
GEO. P. RAYMOND COMPANY,
COSTUMERS,
5 Boylston Place, Boston, Mass.
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of our worR and
Know yoti will be.
DR. RAND, Dentist,
We're Proud




Olives. j& j& j&
LIME JUICE, GRAPE JUICE, TONIC
"Costly thy— Stationery— as thy purse can
buy,
But not expressed in fancy: rich, not gaudy;
For the—Stationery— oft proclaims the
man.
Ergo, Karo Linen's the thing.
25 cents the Pound.
Envelopes 10 cents the Bunch.
Wilcox's Apothecary Shop.
Stationery Department.
When in need of
SHOES
. . . try
R. FERGUSON,
Central Square, = Bridgewater.
Local Agent for LA FRANCE Shoes.





101 TREMONT STREET, BOSTON,
Corner Bromfield Street.
A SUPERINTENDENT SAYS :—"Will spare neither time nor
effort to secure for the candidate every thing to which his talents
and preparation entitle him." SEND FOR MANUAL.




LADIES! If you want a
good pair of Shoes try
J^(Toss<\Iioe
you will surely get Style and Comfort at
GAPPNEY,
BUSY CORNER SHOE STORE,
32 Main St., - Taunton.
Clemens Teaming Co
,





Also Small Auto Truck for
Small Parcel Delivery
Hlbert f. 1bunt t fl>. 2>M
Scbool Street,
Brifcgewater, = = /IDass.
DR. C. J. MERCER.
DENTIST.
OFFICE ELWELL BLOCK, CENTRAL SQ., BRIDGEWATER.
HOURS! 9 TO 12 AND 1 TO 5.







Or anything in the paper line. If we have
not got it, we will get it for you.
Printer and Manufacturer of the
Model Word and Number Builders.
A. H. WILLIS, Printer
20 Main St., Bridgewater.
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Choice Stationery ^ ^
Blank Books, Tablets, Blocks,
Indelible Ink, Brushes, Confec-
tionery, Pure Drugs, Medicines
Homeopathics, etc. «M & &
TENNIS GOODS OF ALL KINDS-
EASTMAN'S CAMERAS AND SUPPLIES.
^e Cold Soda *g
With Choice Fruit Syrups.
Largest Stock in Town. Prices Right.
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